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FOREWORD.

This is a selection from the letters which Lafcadio

Hearn (Yakumo Koizumi) sent from T5kyo after he

settled there as Professor of English Literature in the

Imperial University of Tokyo. The choice has been

made with an effort to pick out those letters which it

seems to me should interest the Japanese reader at

large. The letters are all taken from the &quot; Life and

Letters of Lafcadio Hearn/ published by Elizabeth

Bisland (Mrs. Wetmore), excepting the last one, which

is an open letter, that appeared in
&quot; The Romance of

the Milky Way and Other Studies and
Stories,&quot;

one

of his posthumous works. For the benefit of English

students literal translations with some annotations are

put on the pages opposite the original.

Some information about the recipients of the letters

may prove to be of interest to the reader who finds

himself unfamiliar with Hearn s friends and pupils.

Mr. Ellwood Hendrick, born at Albany, New

York, in 1861, seems to have
vfirstmad &amp;gt;

Hearn s

acquaintance about 1888 in New York. The meeting

took place in the house of Mrs. Rollins (Alice

Wellington), a well-known authoress, with whom Mr.

Hendrick lived in those days. It is also known that



Hearn passed a day in Hendrick s house at Albany

before starting for Japan, never dreaming at that time

that he was destined to become naturalised in Japan in

a few years. . Mr. Hendrick is a contributor to the

Atlantic Monthly.

Sentaro Nishida was an English teacher in the

Matsue Middle School when Hearn was in the same

school. It was through his good offices that Hearn

married Miss Koizumi, a samurai girl. Hearn s
&quot; Out

of the East
&quot;

is dedicated to him. He died at Matsue

in 1897.

Mr. Mitchell McDonald, born at Schuylkill, Penn

sylvania, in 1853, is now Paymaster General of the

U. S. Navy. He regidejL in Japan four times, four or

five years each time. He first saw Hearn at Yokohama

through the introduction of Mrs. Wetmore, of whom I

will write presently. After that he continued to be one

of his most intimate friends. So much trusted he came

to be by Hearn that he is now Hearn s Hte^ary^ejLecjitDr.

He was, in fact, an enthusiastic admirer of Hearn s

genius, which the reader will easily see from any of the

letters to him contained in this book. Hearn s

i&amp;lt;

Glimpses of Unfamiliar
Japan&quot;

is dedicated jointly to

him and to the late Mr. Chamberlain, emeritus professor of

the Tokyo Imperial University.
&quot;

Shadowings,&quot; another

book of Hearn s, is dedicated to Mr. McDonald.



Ernest Fenollosa, born at Salem, Massachusetts, in

1853, came to Japan in 1878, after graduating from

Harvard University with highest honours. He was

professor of the Literature College of \ the Tokyo

University till 1890, sometimes taking charge of

economics and philosophy, sometimes of logic, and

sometimes of aesthetics! For some time he was at the

head of the Fine Art Department of the Imperial

Museum at Tokyo. He went home afterwards and

became the curator, of the Department of Oriental Art

in the Boston Museum from 1890 to 1896. He

returned to Japan in 1897 and was a teacher in the

Higher Normal School for some time. He died

in London in 1908. In accordance with his last

wish his ashes were buried in the grounds of

Miidera some years ago. His many monograms

specialize in the Japanese and Chinese fine arts,

literature, history, philosophy, and religion. I hear that

a Japanese translation of his posthumons work entitled

&quot;Epochs of Chinese and Japanese Art&quot; (1912) will be

published before long. He was the first foreigner to

real]y appreciate the Japanese fine arts and he introduced

them yery^ effectively, to the Western world. It was he

who instructed the late Kakuzo Okakura, who himself

founded the Nihon-Bijutsu-In and there in turn trained

the many young arists who are all master-painters



now.

Of Mr. Foxwell I only know that he is a graduate

(B. A. and M. A.) of Cambridge University and that he

was professor of economics and finance in the Tokyo

University from 1896 to 1899.

Mr. Asakichi Yasukochi was one of Hearn s pupils

in Kumamoto, when Hearn was in the Fifth High

School. He is now Governor of Fukuoka prefecture.

Mr. Him is Professor in the University of Stockholm,

Sweden. He and his wife are ardent admirers of Hearn.

There are four books published by Mrs. Him, all

consisting of Swedish translations of selected pieces of

Hearn s works.

Elizabeth Bisland (Mrs. Wetmore) was born at

Fairfax Plantation, Louisiana, in 1861. While young

she became a journalist and was on the staff of the

New Orleans Times Democrat when Hearn was

with that paper. She first became acquainted with the

latter in the winter of 1882. Afterwards she joined the

staff of the Cosmopolitan Magazine. She continued to

be one of Hearn s most intimate friends throughout his

life. Some biographers have even compared their

friendship to the relation of J. J. Ampere and Madame

Re&quot;camier or to that of Dante and Beatrice.
&quot; A Japanese

Miscellany&quot;, one of Hearn s works, is dedicated to this life

long friend of his. In November, 1889, when she tried a



round-the-world Tace with a lady-writer sent by another

magazine, she passed twenty four hours in Yokohama,

where, in the Grand Hotel, she first met Mr. McDonald.

In 1911 she paid a visit to Japan again with her husband

and enjoyed things Japanese for more than half a year.

Besides &quot;Life and Letters of Lafcadio Hearn&quot; (1907),

her books include &quot; A Flying Trip Around the World
&quot;

(1892), &quot;A Candle of Understanding&quot; (1902), The

Secret Life
&quot;

(1907),
&quot; At the Sign of the Hobby Horse &quot;

(1908), and &quot;The Case of John Smith&quot; (1916).

Mr. Ryuji Tanabe, a classmate of mine in the

Literature College, was one of Hearn s favourite

students. 1 remember he was given prizes twice for

his English compositions. He is now professor in the

Peeress School. His excellent book &quot; Koizumi Ya-

kumo,&quot; really a painstaking work, well deserves

translation into foreign languages. : .

As to Mr. Crosby I know nothing except that he

is the author of a booklet entitled
&quot; Edward Carpenter :

Poet and Prophet.&quot;

Mr. Hachisaburo Fujisaki was my junior by one

year in the Matsue Middle School. After finishing the

course there, he enlisted in the army and is now

lieutenant colonel, as commander of a battalion of

engineers at Fushimi.

It was in the autumn of 1890 that as a pupil in



the fourth year class in the Matsue Middle School I

first saw Hearn. I esteem it a great honour that I have

had some mention made of me in his
&quot;

Glimpses of

Unfamiliar
Japan.&quot;

After he left Matsue I often wrote

to him, chiefly answering his questions about the Shinto

rites and customs in Izumo. Some of his letters to me

In those days are contained in Mrs. Wetmore s book.

I
&quot;paid

a visit to him one summer when he was in

Kobe as the chief editor of the Kobe Chronicle. It

is, I think, a coincidence that he became Professor of

English Literature of the T5kyo Imperial University in

the same year that I was admitted into the English

Literature class of the university.
. Not only was I again

given lessons by him there but circumstances drove me

to be given pecuniary assistance by him through all

the three years of the university course. During my

university life and for some time after that, I worked

for him in collecting Japanese poems and songs, in

translating certain books, and in writing essays on the

topics he gave me every month Mr. Yone Noguchi

has written enough, perhaps too much, of me in a

chapter
&quot; Mr. Otani as Hearn s Literary Assistant

&quot;

in

his
&quot; Lafcadio Hearn in

Japan.&quot;
Here let me say there

is, of course, no doubt that I should never have been

able to finish the university course had it not been for

his extraordinary favours. Words really fail to express



my gratitude to him. He is my
benefactor.

In conclusion I express my thanks to Mrs, Ko

izumi and Mr. Tanabe for their kind help in publishing

this book.

Masanobu Otani,

August, 1920.
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Nothing is so essential to self-training

as the proper choice of books to read;

and nothing is so universally neglected.

(Hearn)



LETTERS FROM TOKYO



To Ellwood Hendrick(1 &amp;gt;

Tokyo, January, 1896.

Dear Hendrick, It is really queer, you know

this university. It is imposing to look at, with

its relics of feudalism, to suggest the picturesque past,

surrounding a structure that might be in the city of

Boston, or in Philadelphia, or in London, without

appearing at all out of place. There is even a large,

deserted, wood-shadowed Buddhist temple
C2) in the

grounds !

The students have uniforms and peculiar caps with

Chinese letters on them
;

but only a small percentage

regularly wear the uniform. The old discipline has

been relaxed ;
and there is a general return to sandals

and robes and hafiama, -the cap alone marking the

university man.

About seventy-five per cent of the students ought

not to be allowed in the university at all for certain

.branches. Some who know no European language but

French attend German lectures on philosophy ;
some

who know nothing of any European language attend

[f] i. Hendrick (1816-) g T Boston ( && (1 1889

TOWK T^Jfe T $! 5 ft L^\ n
&amp;gt; ft ft D o Iki^Wfc *&amp;gt; Aft ft
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lectures on philology.
(1) What is the university, then ?

is it only a mask to impose upon the intellectual

West ? No : it is the best Japan can do, but it has

the fault of being t\ gate to public office. Get through

the university, and you have a post
-a startC2) in life.

Fancy the outside Oriental pressure to force lads

through--the influences intercrossing and fulminating!

Accordingly, the pover within is little more than

nominal. Who rules. in fact? Nobody exactly. Certainly

the Directing President does not,
-nor do the heads

of colleges, except in minor matters of discipline. All,

or nearly all, are graduates of German, English, or French

or American universities
;
-

they know what ought to

be---but they do only what they can. Something

nameless and invisible, much stronger than they,
-

political perhaps, certainly social,
--Overawes the whole

business.

I ought not to say anything, and won t except to

you. No foreign professor says much,---even after

returning home. None have had just cause to complain

of treatment received. Besides, if things were as they

are in the West, I wouldn t be allowed to teach (there

would be a demand for a &quot; Christian
&quot;

and gentleman).

I lecture on subjects which I do not understand ;
and

Lttl
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yet without remorse, because I know just enough to

steer those who know much less. After a year or two

I shall probably be more fit for the position.

Studying in one class, for a university text, Tenny

son s
&quot;

Princess
&quot;

(my selection) ;
in another,

&quot; Paradise

Lost,&quot; the students wanted it, because they heard

it was difficult. They are beginning to perceive that

it is unspeakably difficult for them. (Remember, they

know nothing of Christian mythology or history). I

lecture on the Victorian poets, etc., and on special themes,

depending a good deal on dictation.

Only two and one half miles from the university.

Seas of mud between .
(1) One hour daily to go, and

one to return by jinrikisha ! -agony unspeakable.

But I have one joy. No one ever dreams of coming

to see me. To do so one should have webbed feet

and be able to croak and to spawn, or else one

should become a bird. It has rained for three months

almost steadily ; some of the city is under water :

the rest is partly under mud. And to increase the

amphibious joy, half the streets are torn open to put

down Western water-mains. They will yawn thus, pro

bably, for years to come.
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The professors I have seen few of. I send you two

books
; notice the charming pictures to

&quot;

Inoshima.&quot;(1)

Florerz is a Magister Artium Liberalium00 of Heidelberg,

I think, fat and good-natured and a little odd.

There is a Russian professor of philosophy, Von Koeber,

a charming man and a divine
pianis&quot;.

There is a

go-and-be-damned-to-you American professor of law

There is a Jesuit
(3)

priest, Emile Heck,

professor of French literature. There is a Buddhist

priest,^
5

professor of Buddhism. There is an anti-

Christian thinker and really great philosopher, Inoue

Tetsujir5, lectures against Western Christianity, and

on Buddhism. There is an infidel, a renegade,

a man lost to all sense of shame and decency,

called Lafcadio Hearn, professing atheism and English

Literature and various villainous notions of his own.

The Jesuit I did not want to know. I am afraid

of Jesuits. Out of the corner of mine cyclops-eye

I looked upon him. Elegantly dressed, with a

beard enormous, bushy, majestic, black as hell,

and a small keen bright black caressing demoniac eye.

The Director, who knows not, introduced me !

oh ! ah ! Embarrassed at the thought of my own

i. Enoshima gS|Jj;K 2. %%&amp;lt;D M. A. (Master of

Arts) fCffl1-S4&# 3- *SI|lEffc2ft^ Society of Jesus ft

IU 4-
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i. Cyclops

2.
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thoughts of contrasted with the perfect courtesy of the

man. Blundered
;

-
spoke atrocious French ; gave

myself away ; got questioned without receiving any

idea in return except an idea of admiration for generous

courtesy and very quick piercing keenness. Felt uncom

fortable all day after-talked to myself as if I had

still before me the half-shut Jesuit eye and the vast and

voluminous beard. El le fin au prochain numero,-
ou plus iard.^

L. H.

To Ellwood Hendrick
v

T6ky5, May, 1896.

Dear Hendrick,--......Somebody (who, I do

not know) has been sending me books. Did you send

me a book by Richard Le Galliennec3) ? I thought Mrs.

RollinsC3) had sent it, and I wrote to her nice things

about it, which vexed her into sending me a very sharp

criticism of it (she is a critic), and proving me to have

I- And the end in next number,-or later,

KIT -4 fctt^cD^KT* fclb*

lefin & 3 (} la fin

2. Le Gallicnne (1 866-) 3&

Slar



II

H

o-c,

1896

^ Prose Fancies, ist series (1894), Robert I-ouis Stevenson and

Other Poems (1895), Retrospective Reviews (1896), Prose Fan

cies, 2nd Series (1896) \) 3. Alice Wellington Rollins, g

3- New York
&amp;gt;C
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praised a worthless book out of liking for the sender !

Where am I ! I am certainly wrong. I did think the

book nice because of my belief that she sent it ; and I

am now equally convinced that it isn t nice at all,

because she proved that it was not. I should certainly

make a bad critic if I were acquainted with authors

and their friends. One sees what does not exist

wherever one loves or hates. As I am rather a crea

ture of extremes, I should be an extremely crooked-

visioned judge of work. I have not tried to answer

Mrs. Rollins s letter fact is, I cant.

No : the head on the title-page of^
&quot; Kokoro

&quot;

is

not Kazuo, but the head of a little boy called Takaki.

The photograph was soft and beautiful, and showed

an uncommonly intellectual type of Japanese head.

The woodcut is rather coarse and hard. - But I

enclose a third edition of Kazuo : he is growing a little

better looking, but is not so strong as I could wish
;

and he is so sensitive that I am very much worried

about his future. Physical pain he bears well enough ;

but a mere look, a careless word, a moment of unconscious

indifference is fire to his little soul. I don t know what

to do with him. If he shows the artistic temperament

I shall try to educate him in Italy or France. With

an emotional nature one is happier among Latins. I

confess that I can only bear the uncommon types of Eng-
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lishmen, Germans, and Americans,-the conventional

types simply drive me wild. On the other hand, I

can feel at home with even a villain, if he be Spaniard,

Italian, or French. According to evolutionary doctrine,

however, it seems not unlikely that the Latin races will

be squeezed out of existence in the future pressure of

civilization. They cannot hold their own against the

superior massiveness of the Northern races,
--who,

unfortunately, have no art-feeling at all. They will be

absorbed, I suppose. In the industrial invasion of the

barbarians, the men will be quietly starved to death, and

the women taken by the conquerors. History will

repeat itself without blood and shrieks.

What is the present matter with American civilization ?

Nearly all the clever American authors seem to be

women, and most of them have to go
&quot; out of town

&quot;

for their studies of life. American city-life seems to

wither and burn up everything. There is something

of the same sort noticeable in England--the authors

h^ve to go out of England. Of course, there are some

great exceptions
-like James

ci) and Mallock.^5 But

how many great writers deal with civilized life as it is ?

They go to the Highlands, like Black&amp;lt;
3

&amp;gt; and Barrie,
w

i. Henry James (1843-1916) 3*C/MBgC 2. William

Hurrei Mallock (1849-) H#K:^ U f$ft &amp;lt;&amp;gt; & P . 3- William

black (.841-98) /MiC A Daughter of Heth, A Princess of

Thule, Macleod of Dare, Wild Eelin ^Ml^tt 4. James
Matthew Barrie (1860-) /hffigC8&ffllgCo Auld Licht Idylls, the

Little Minister, SentimentalTommy, Peter Pan, What Every
Woman Knows
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or to Italy, like Crawford, cl)---or to strange countries,

like Kipling ;
(2)but who to-day would write &quot; A London

Romance
&quot;

?C3) This brings up another question. What

is the meaning of English literary superiority ? It is all

very well to howl about the copyright question, and

the shameful treatment of American authors ; but what

American authors have we to compare with the English ?

Excepting women like Mrs. Deland(4)and Miss Jewett*
5 )

and Mrs. Phelps,
(6)

etc.,
---what American writers can

touch English methods ? James is certainly our best
;-so London steals him

;
C7) but he stands alone.

America has no one like a dozen,-nay, a score of

English writers that might be named. It certainly is

not a question of remuneration ; for real high ability is

always sooner or later able to get all it asks for. It

must be an effect of American city-life, and American

training, and American environment
;
-

perhaps over-

education has something to do with it. Again

English work is so massive-even at its worst : the

effort made is always so much larger. Perhaps we do

things too fast. The English are slow and exact. I

I. Francis Marion Crawford (1854-1909) /hfg;|C

&#+fr*m&&%H[,1t*lf&amp;gt;fc*& A Roman Singer,

Marzio s Crucifix, Pietro Ghisleri $;^% &amp;gt;,#&amp;gt;&amp;lt;, 4- Rudyard
Kipling (1865-) /MiC 1f&&/MfclN P]ain Tales from the

Hills, Soldiers Three, The Jungle Book, The Seven Seas

fc 3- SltKltt ^Bo 4- Margaretta Wade
Deland (1857-) H ft t 5 /M& 1 & 9 MfcK 4 &quot;Ctt John Ward,



i; -

Preacher i Phfflp and His Wife $%; |/ 5. Sarah Orne

Jewett (1849-1909) New England flr&IC i^Tt^X.^: *J

Deephaven, Strangers and Wayfarers, the Country of the Poin.ed

Hlv4M%Hfe.*-&amp;lt;tfr.mta*f-m
!
fc 9 6 - Elizabeth Stuart

Phelps (Mrs. Herbert D. Ward) (1844-1911) =,+&&&%&&amp;lt;*:
CD /MS The Story of Avis, the Silent Partner # tfJHfg fc$ tf&amp;gt; L
Fourteen to One, The Oath of Allegiance ^fj^fx 5 7- James
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am told that the other Northern races are still some

what behind always excepting great Russia. But in

the France of 1896, what is doing? The greatest

writers of the age are dead or silent. Is not our

horrible competitive civilization at last going to choke

all aspirational life into silence ? After the Du Maurier(1)

school, what will even England be able to do? Alfred

Austin00 after Alfred Tennyson !
C3)

These are my thoughts sometimes; then,

again, I think of a possible new idealism, a new

prodigious burst of faith and passion and song greater

than anything Victorian
;

and I remember that all

progress is rhythmical. But if this comes, it will be

only, I fear, after we have been dust for a century.

I feel this is an awfully stupid letter. But I ll

write a better one soon. My best wishes for your

big, big, big success. They will be realized, I think.

Ever affectionately,

Lafcadio Hearn.

George Louis Palraella Busson Du Maurier (1834-

2. Austin
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(1836-1912) 3. Tennyson (1809-1893)

o Austi
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To Ellwood Hendrick

Tokyo, 1896.

Dear Hendrick,- 1 am in immediate and awful

need of books, and am going to ask you to put me

into communication with a general book dealer to whom

I can send P. O. (1)
orders, and who will mail me books

directly on receipt of cash. It is hopeless ordering

through local book-dealers,---not simply because of

charges and errors, but because of enormous delays.

On a separate sheet I enclose some titles of what I

badly
( &amp;gt; want for the moment

;
and ] am sending some

cash. This said, I promise not to trouble you further

except when I can t help it. See what a nuisance I am !

You may well believe me in a hurry when I send

a letter with such a beginning. Imagine my position :-a profeseor of literature without books, improvising

lectures to students without books. I reached Tokyo

about seven days ago, and have not yet got a house,

--but am living in a hotel.w At present I can give

you no valid impressions :
--

everything is a blur.

But so far the position does not seem disagreeable

rather the reverse. In fact I am afraid to express my

satisfaction,
---remembering Polyxenes.

(O The salary

i. P. O. II Post Office &amp;lt;DB^ 2. gg &amp;lt; ,

3-
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is 400 yen, and in Japan, a yen is a dollar though

it is only fifty-odd cents in America. Old pupils of

Izumo and elsewhere gather round me, welcoming me,

delighted some needing help and winning it

some needing only sympathy. Professors far off, moving

in separate and never-colliding orbits. I can teach for

years if I please without ever seeing any of my

colleagues. But Government favour, you know, is

uncertain. The chances are that I shall hold on for

three years at least.

When I heard last from you I was in Izumo.

There I became very strong by constant swimming and

starving, Japanese diet takes all the loose flesh

from a man in short order. My lungs got quite sound,

and my miserable eye nearly well.

I suppose that I partly owe this place to my books,

and partly to Professor Chamberlain s kind recom

mendation. The Japanese seldom notice literary work,

but they have paid considerable attention to my

work, considering that I am a foreigner. My ambition,

though, is independence in my own home, an old-

fashioned yashiki, full of surprises of colour and beauty

and quaintness and peace. And a few years abroad

with my boy, who is very mischievous now, and

beats his father occasionally. Curious, how much

better the Japanese understand children than we do.
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You remember as a boy the obligatory morning dip in

the sea, no doubt. This no Japanese parents would

inflict on their child. I tried it with mine, but the

folks said,
&quot; That is wrong : it will only make him

afraid of the water.&quot; . Which proved true. Moreover

he would 10. allow me ,to come near him any

more in the sea, but used to order me to keep

away. &quot;Go away, and don t come back any more.&quot;

Then the grandmother took him in charge ;
and in a

week he was as fond of the water ,as -I, had over

come his fear of it. But it requires great patience to,

treat children Japanese-style, by leaving them almost

free to follow their natural impulses, and coaxing cour

age by little and little.

A.wful weather, floods, wreckings, minings,

drownings. I bink the deforestation of the country is

probably the cause of these terrible visitations. In Kobe

just before I left, the river, usually a dry sand-bed,

burst its banks after rain, swept away whole streets,

wrecked hundreds of houses, and drowned about a

hundred people. Then you know the tidal wave in the

north it was only 200 miles long destroyed some

30,000 lives. A considerable part of East Central Japan

is still under water at this moment river water.

Lake Biwa rose and drowned the city of Otsu.

Isn t it almost wicked of me to have fought for a
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foreign salary under such circumstances ? especially

while students come to tell me :

&quot; My father and

mother have educated me thus far by selling all their

property, piece by piece, even mother s dresses

and our lacquerware had to be sold. And now we

have nothing, and my education is unfinished and

unless it is finished I cannot even hope for a position.

Teacher, I shall work six years to pay the money

back, if you will help me.&quot; Poor fellow ! their

whole expense is only about $120 (Japanese) a year.

But if I did not take the salary, another foreigner

would ask even more
;
and I am working for a Japanese

community of my own. Buying books is rather extrava

gant, but my literary work pays for that.

Well, here s love to you. (If the book-business

does not bother you too much, please tell the book-

dealer to mail everything, not to send by express.)

Ever faithfully,

Lafcadio Hearn.

(Y. Koizumi)

To Ellwood Hendrick

Tokyo, October, 1896.

Dear Hendrick, 1 have had several delightful
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letters from you, some of which were not answered in

detail, though deserving to be. Let me see about my

deficiencies in acknowledging your letters during recent

hurry and flurry : That sermon, belonging to the

1 3th or perhaps the loth century was really an

amazement. Thanks for kindly notecl) about Lowell s

words of praise

As for the university. Because the shadow of the

Jesuit, broadening back through the centuries, is very

black, and because I saw stake-fires in it, I didn t

relish the idea of his acquaintance. But that had to

come, you know. There was a weary matriculation

ceremony at which all of us had to be present ; and

it was purely Japanese, so that we could not understand

it. We had to sit for three hours and listen. So I and

the Jesuit, for want of anything else to do, got into a

religious discussion
;

and I found him charming. Of

course, he said that every thought which I thought was

heresy, that all the philosophy of the iQth century

was false, that everything accomplished by free

thought and Protestantism was folly leading to ruin.

But we had sympathies in common, the contempt

of religion as convention, scorn of the missionaries, and

i. Percival Lowell (1855-)

tfc
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just recognition of the sincerely and profoundly religious

character of the Japanese, denied, of course, by the

ordinary class of missionary jackasses. Then we were

both amused by the architecture of the university. It

is ecclesiastical, of course, and the pinnacles and

angles are tipped with cruciform ornaments. &quot; C est

tout-a-fait comme un monastere,&quot; said my comrade of

the beard
;

&quot; et cecj, on en fera une assez jolie

6glise. Et pourtant ce nest pas I esprit Chretien
gui,&quot;

etc.cl) His irony was delicious, and the laughter broke

the ice.

Now comes a queer fact. The existing group of

professors in the Library college who keep a little

together are the Professor of Philosophy
(2)

(Heidelberg),

the Professor of Sanskrit and Philology
(3)

(Leipsig), the

Professor of French Literature
4)

(Lyons), and the Pro

fessor of English Literature from the devil knows

where. There is little affiliation outside. Now all this

group is including myself Roman Catholic in

training. Why it is, can t say, except the Jesuit,

Jt is entirely like a monastery.

And that, it will make a pretty good church. And yet it is

not the Chrstian *pirit t at, ...ft J 2.

Rapnaclvon Kueber. 3.
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We are not believers, but there is a human some

thing separating us from the froid prolestantisme, or the

hard materialism of the other foreign professors,

something warmer and more natural. Is it not the

Latin feeling surviving in Catholicism, and humaniz

ing paganly what it touches ? penetrating all of

us the Russian,
(1) the German/2) the Frenchman/3 )

and L. H.,
(4

&amp;gt; through early association? Really there

is neither art nor warm feeling nor the spirit of human

love in the stockc5) Protestantism of to-day. 1 regret

to say, however, that I have no Spencerian sympathizer.

In my beliefs and tendencies I stand alone
;
and the

Jesuit marvels at the astounding insanity of my notions.

He, like all of his tribe, does not quite know how to

take the American.(6) The American Professor of Law

enormously self-sufficient, and aggressive rather

embarrasses him. I saw him wilt a little before him ;

and I like him all the better for it, as he is certainly

very delicate, and his shrinking was largely due to this

delicacy. But all these are only impressions of the

moment.

As a member of the faculty, I have to sometimes

attend faculty meetings, called for various purposes.

One of the purposes was to decide the fate of a certain

\J) i. Koeber 2. Florenz 3. Heck 4. L. H.eLafcadio

Hearn. 5. Conventional l c 6. Terry. f
&amp;lt;
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German Professor05 of History not nominally for the

purpose, but really. I could not help the professor,

and I felt that he was really unnecessary not to

speak of $500 per mensem. I cio not think his contract

will be renewed. I did not like the man very much :

he is a worshipper of VirchowC2) and an enemy of

English psychology, etc., ipso facto.^ We could have

no sympathies. But I was startled by the fashion in

which those who professed to be his friends suddenly

went back upon him, when they saw the drift of

things. The drift was given by the Japanese Professor of

Philosophy (Buddhist and other), a fine, lean, keen,

soft-spoken, persistent champion of Japanese national

conservatism, and a good honest hater of sham

Christianity. I like him : his name is Inoue Tetsujiro.

He very sensibly observed that he saw no reason why

foreign professors should forever teach history in a

Japanese university, or why students should be

obliged to listen to lectures not in their native tongue.

I felt he was right ; but it meant the doom of nearly

all foreign teaching. (Perhaps I shall last for some

years more, and the professors of foreign languages

but the rest will certainly go before long).

Clft] i. S5^&^0 ffcWfc 9 L Ludwig Riess. 2. ??*&amp;gt;
/

8I9MI&MHM (1821-1902) &amp;lt;?, ffiffl^ilga

3. ipso facto = hy the fact itself. ^U^ /&amp;gt; x
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I said to my little self :
&quot; Don t expect any love

from those quarters, old fellow : the Japanese themselves

will treat you more frankly, even if they get to hate

you.&quot;
I hive no doubt whatever that there will be as

much said against me as dare be said. Happily,

however, my engagement is based on Japanese policy

kindly policy with a strong man behind it
;
and

mere tongue-thrusts will do me no harm at all in the

present order of things.

&quot;

Sufficient for the day is,&quot;&amp;lt;i&amp;gt; etc,

Lafcadio Hearn.

To Ellwood Hendrick

Tokyo, November, 1896.

Dear Hendrick, ,1 fear 1 suspect that this

position has been given unto me for a combination of

reasons, among which the dominant is that I may write

at ease many books about Japan. This has two

unfortunate aspects. Firstly, the people who do not

know what labour literary work is imagine that books

can be written by the page as quickly as letters, and

keep asking me why I don t get -out another book

that means the Influence of Hurry-Scurry. Secondly, I

Tennyson jftflfl
Foresters I; 1343
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am plunged into a world of which the highest possible

effort in poetry seems to be this :

&quot; Sometimes I hear your flute,

But 1 never can see your face,

beautiful Oiterupe ! &quot;&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;

Who is Oiterupe ? Euterpe/
2) of course. And

this represents, I do assure you, the very highest pos

sible result of a Western education at Gottingen, etc.,

upon the mind of the modern Japanese poet. Formerly

he would have something. Now he is struck dumb by

Heidelberg or Gottingen.

I have only twelve hours a week in which to

teach ; but, as I told you before, there are no text-books,

and the university will not buy any ;
and the general

standard of English is so low that I am sure not half

of my classes understand what I say. Worst of all,

there is no discipline. The students are virtually the

masters in certain matters : the authorities fear their

displeasure, and they do things extraordinary which fill

European professors with amazement and rage .

such as ordering different hours for their lectures, and

demanding after a menacing fashion subscriptions for

their various undertakings. Fancy the following col

loquy :
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Professor &quot; But this is not a case of distress.

I don t think a professor should be asked for money

where money is not needed and then
&quot;

Student -&quot;The question is simply, will you pay

or will you not ?
&quot;

Professor &quot;

I have told you my ideas about

j&amp;gt;

Student &quot;

I am not interested in your ideas.

Will you or will you not ?
&quot;

Professor (flushing with anger, like Sigurd the

Bishop)- &quot;No.&quot;

Student turns his back upon professor, and walks

away with the air of one going to prepare for a

vendetta.

I have told you before that the first, second, and

third year classes are mixed together. But that makes

no matter. The matter is that the students can change

the subjects of their studies when they please, and do

so occasionally by way of showing their disapproval

of the professor. &quot;You must not teach that subject:

I wish you to teach us about Greek mythology instead
&quot;

is a specimen observation.

I cannot write to you about such delightful friends

as the one described in your last letter, for the simple

reason that I haven t any. (You know that it is very

difficult for me to find sympathizers in such a frogpond
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as the foreign community of an open port.) The

Russian professor of philosophy, although boasting a

Heidelberg degree, acknowledges to me that he believes

heretics ought to be burnt alive
(&quot;for

the saving of

their souls
&quot;),

and that he hopes to see the whole

world under Catholic domination. I fancy he dreams

of the Russian conquest to corne ; and the Panslavic

dream is impossible ! He is a queer man, about

fifty at least, -a bachelor. Soft and cold snowy

in fact. The Jesuit improves on acquaintance gentle,

courteous, half-sympathetic, but always on guard, like a

man afraid of being struck by some human affection.

The American lawyer, hard and grim, has a rough

plain goodness about him providing that he be put

to no trouble, . . .And the German, Dr. R
,
of whom

I spoke rather unsympathetically before, seems to me

now the finest man of the lot. There can be no

question of his learning, and his dogmatism ; but he

gives me the solid feeling of a man honest like a

great rock of black basalt -huge, hard, direct one

of those rare German types with eyes and hair blacker

than a coal. His hand is broad, hard, warm always,

and has something electrical in its grasp. I think I

shall get fond of him, if he doesn t talk Virchow to me.

(For Virchow is my bete noir /O) I hate his name with

(I) bete noir = black beast.
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unspeakable hatred.) At all events, to my great surprise,

I find this grim dark German takes absolute pleasure in

doing a kindness, and in speaking well of others.

Wherefore I feel that I am unreasonable and wrong to

feel repelled by his liking for Virchow.

Of course, we must all go some day, if the

university doesn t go first. But as all have big salaries,

all prepare for the rainy day. I shall not complain if

allowed to finish my three years though I should

prefer six. But you can imagine how unstable every

thing looks with changes in the ministry of education

about every twelve months, and the political influences

behind the students. I am reposing upon the safety-

valves of a steam-boiler, much cracked, with many

of the rivets loose, and the engineers studying how

to be out of the way when the great whang-bang comes

around.

And when it does come, may it blow me, for a

moment at least, in the immediate vicinity of Ellwood

Hen d rick.

Ever affectionately,

Lafcadio Ream.
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To Ellwood Hendrick

Tokyo, May 1897.

Dear E. H.,-1 have been reading your last over

and over again
-because it is very pretty indeed, one of

the very prettiest letters I ever read. There is altogether

something so deliciously assured about it-so full of

happy confidence, that I feel quite comfortable and

jolly about you ... .notwithstanding the fact that I am

tolerably sure you will be taken utterly away from me

in the end. For this shall a man leave not only his

friend, but his father and his mother,
-saith the

Sacred Book. (1) You know that particular passage

makes the Japanese mad,-but not quite so mad as

the observation :

&quot; Unless a man shall hate his father

and his mother/25
&quot;

etc., which has knocked the windC3)

out of much missionary enterprise.

I can t write much more about yourself, because

I don t know anything yet. So I shall talk about

Tokyo.

As you know, I hav.e been somewhat idle-for a

C* For this cause shall

a man leave father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife. J^

o 2. Ntftft-HBj^-h^fl&IC 1* any man ...... hate not his

father, and mother, ..... D 3- JWftO* X &|tttB:A
wind breath fc 5 p ( ^ f )
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month at least. And the loneliness thickens. And

certain gentlemen make it a rule to spit upon the

ground with a loud noise when I pass by. I believe

the trick is not confined to the Occident, having found

Japanese skilful at it
;

but these be nevertheless manners

of Heidelberg doctors ! Nevertheless, it won t work.

But really the conditions are very queer. I felt

instinctively before going to Tokyo, that I was going

into a world of intrigue ; but what a world I had no

conception. The foreign element appears to live in a

condition of perpetual panic. Everybody is infinitely

afraid of everybody else, afraid to speak not only their

minds, but to speak about anything except irrelevant

matters, and then only in a certain formal tone

sanctioned by custom. They huddle together some

times at parties, and talk all together loudly about

nothing, like people in the expectation of a possible

catastrophe, or like folks making a noise to drive away

ghosts, or fear of ghosts. Somebody, quite accidentally,

observes or rather drops an observation about

facts. Instantly there is a scattering away from that

man as from dynamites. He is isolated for several

sveeks by common consent. Then he goes to work to

reform a group of his own. Gradually he collects one

and rival groups are formed. But presently some
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one in another party or chat(1) talks about something

as it ought to be. Bangfizz ^chaos and confusion.

Then all the groups unite to isolate that wicked tongue.

The man is dangerous an intriguer ha ! And so

on ad lib.

This is panic, pure and simple, and the selfishness

of panic. But there is some reason for it considering

the class(3) of minds. We are all in Japan living over

earthquakes. Nothing is stable. All Japanese officialdom

is perpetually in flux, nothing but the throne is even

temporarily fixed ; and the direction of the currents

depends much upon force of intrigue. They shift, like

currents in the sea, off a coast of tides. But the side

currents penetrate everywhere, and clapotent^ all comers,

and swirl round the writing-stool of the smallest clerk,

whose pen trembles with continual fear for his wife s

and babies rice. Being good or clever or generous or

popular or the best man for the place counts for very

little. Intrigue has nothing at all to do with qualities.

Popularity in the biggest sense has, of course, some

value, but only the value depending upon certain

alternations of rhythm of outs-and-ins.(5) That s all.

I. chat = set. 2. ad libitum (at pleasure) CD B 3. class

caliber. 4. to chop gp*&amp;gt;
to cause to crack I v^

5. out of power o^i in power
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In the Orient intrigue has been cultivated as an

art for ages, and it has been cultivated as an art in

every country, no doubt. But the result of the adoption

of constitutional government by a race accustomed to

autocracy and caste, enabled intrigue to spread like a

ferment, in new forms, through every condition of

society, and almost into every household. It has

become an infinite net unbreakable, because elastic

as air, though strong enough to upset ministers as readily

as to oust clerks.

Future prospects ? Degringolade.
cl)

I feel sorry to say that I think I have been

wrong about a good many of my sincere hopes and

glowing predictions. Tokyo takes out of me all power

to hope for a great Japanese future. You know how easily

a society in a state can be manipulated by shrewd

foreign influence. The race must give evidence of some

tremendous self-purifying and self-solidifying power,

before my hopes can be restored to their former

rainbow hues. At present I think it can truthfully be

said that every official branch of service shows the

rapidly growing weakness that means demoralization.

The causes are numerous too numerous to mention,

inadequate pay being a large one, as the best men

will not .take positions at $ 15 or $ 20 a month. But

down ; falling.
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the great cause is utter instability and discouragement

The P. O., the telegraph-service, the railroads, etc., all

are in a queer state.

And I am as a flea in a washbowl. My best

chance is to lie quiet and wait the coming of events.

I hope to see Europe, with my boy, some day.

Well, this is only private history to amuse E. FT., to

make Western by contrast to Eastern life seem more

beautiful to him.

Affectionately,

Lafcadio.

To Ellwood Hendrick

Tokyo, May, 1897.

Dear E. H., 1 am still alive in alternations of

gloom and sun. I anticipate now chiefly a national

bankruptcy, or a war with Russia to upset my bank-account.

There is a Buddhist text (Saddharma Pundarika. chap*

III, verse 125): &quot;The man whom they happen to

serve is unwilling to give them much, and what he

gives is soon lost. Such is the fruit of sinfulness.&quot; It

would be impossible, I imagine, that I should escape

some future extraordinary experience of calamity. It is

simply ridiculous, can t help seeing the absurdity of
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it. Otherwise I have sorrow.

For my friends have been dying quickly. Some

years ago, one said to me :

&quot; You will outlive us :

foreigners live longer than Japanese.&quot;
This I did

not think true, as I know many Japanese over eighty,

and the longevity of the western farmers is somewhat

extraordinary 1 10 years being not very rare, and 100

plentiful, as examples. But my friend was doubtless

referring to the more delicate classes the hot-house

plants, conservatory-growths, moulded by etiquette and

classical culture and home-law. And I fear he was right.

Nearly all my Japanese friends are dead. The last

case was three or four days ago, the sweetest of

little women, a creature not seemingly of flesh and

blood, but made of silk embroidery mixed with soul.

She was highly accomplished one of my wife s

school friends. Married to a good man, but a man

unable to care for her as she ought to have been cared

for. No force to bear children : the pretty creature

had never been too strong, and over-education had

strained her nerves. She ought never to have been

married at all. She knew she was dying, and came to

bid us good-bye, laughing and lying bravely.
&quot;

I must

go home,&quot; she said,
&quot; but I 11 soon be well and

back.&quot; She must have suffered terribly for more than a

year but she never complained, never ceased to
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smile, never broke down. Died soon after reaching

home.

Another friend, a man, dying, tells his wife :

&quot;

Open the windows (shqji) wide, that my friend may

see the chrysanthemums in the garden.&quot; And he

watches my face, laughing, while I pretend to be pleased.

The beauty of his soul is finer than any chrysanthemum,

and it is flitting. He wakes up in the night and

calls :

&quot;

Mother, did you hear from my friend ? is his

son well ?
&quot; Then he goes to sleep again his last

words for he is dead at sunrise. These lives are

too fine and frail for the brutal civilization that is going

to crush them all out every one of them, and

prove to the future that sweetness is immoral a la

Nietsche : that to be unselfish is to sentence one s self to

death and one s beloved to misery and probable exter

mination.

But then imagine beings who never, in their lives,

did anything which was not 1 will not say
&quot;

right,&quot;

that is commonplace any single thing which was

not beautiful! Should I write this the world would, of

course, call me a liar, as it has become accustomed to

do. But I could not now ever write of them except to

you the wounds are raw.

I am thinking about Velvet Souls in general, and

all ever known by me in particular. Almost in every
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place where I lived long, it was given me to meet a

velvet soul or two-presences (male or female mattered

nothing) which with a word or look wrapped all your

being round in a softness and warmth of emotional caress

inexpressible.
&quot; Velvet

&quot;

isn t a good word. The effect

is more like the bath of tropical light and warmth to

the body of a sick voyager from lands of consumption

and rheumatism. These souls are intellectual in many

cases, but that is not the interest of them-the

interest is purely emotional. A purely intellectual person

is unpleasant ; and I fancy our religion is chiefly hate

ful because it makes its gods of the intellectual kind

now-a-days. I should like to write about such souls-but how difficult. A queer thing for me is that in

memory they unite, without distinction of sex, into one

divine type of perfect tenderness and sympathy and

knowledge,-like those Living Creatures of Dante scl)

Paradise composed of many different persons. I have

found such souls also in Japan
-but only Japanese

souls. But they are melting into the night.

Lafcadio.

P. S. A very sad but curious story. A charming

person, of high rank, bore twins. A Western woman

would be proud and pleased, Shame struck the

Ci] I- #**0*ffA&amp;gt; (1^65-1321)0 &quot;ell, Purgatory, Par

adise -*,);)$ Divine Comedy
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Japanese mother down. She became insane for shame.

All Japanese life is not beautiful, you see. Imagine

the cruelty of such a popular idea, a peasant would

have borne the trouble well, but a daughter of

princes no !

To Sentaro Nishida

Tokyo, 1897.

Dear Nishida, Your last kind letter came just

after I had posted mine to you. Since then I have been

horribly busy, and upset, and confused, and even

now I write rather because feeling ashamed at having

been so long silent, than because I have time to write

a good letter. We got a house only on the 29th, and are

only half-settled now. The house is large two-storied,

and new but not pretty, and there is no garden (at least

nothing which deserves to be called a garden). We

moved into it before it was finished, so as to make sure

of it. It is all Japanese, of course ten rooms. It

belongs to a man who owes seven hundred and eighty

houses ! a very old man, a Sakaya, named Matsumoto

Kihei. (Somebody tells me I am wrong, that he

has more than eight hundred houses.) He buries poor

people free of charge that is one of his ways of
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showing charity. He has one superintendent who, with

many assistants, manages the renting of the houses.

The house is very far from the university forty-five

minutes by Kuruma in Ushigome, and almost at the

very end of Tokyo. But it was a case of Shikala ga

nai.

I teach only twelve hours. I have no text-books

except for two classes, one of which studies Milton s

&quot; Paradise Lost
&quot;

and the other Tennyson s
&quot; Princess

&quot;

(at niy suggestion). I did not suggest
&quot; Paradise

Lost;&quot;

but as the students wanted in different divisions of the

class to study different books, made them vote,

and, out of seventy-eight, sixty-three voted for
&quot;

Paradise

Lost
&quot;

! Curious ! (Just because it was hard for them, I

suppose.) My other classes are special, and receive

lectures on special branches of English literature (such

as Ballad Literature, Ancient and Modem
; Victorian

Literature, etc.) ; the professor being left free to do

as he pleases. Of course, the position, as I try to fill it,

will be an expensive one. I shall probably have to buy

$ looo worth of books before next summer. Ultimately

everything will be less expensive. The classes are very

badly arranged (badly is a gentle word) ; for the ist, 2d

and 3d years of literature make one class ; the 2d and

3d together another class; the 3d by itself a third

class You will see at once how difficult to try to
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establish a systematic three-years course. I am doing

it, however, with Professor Toyama s approval ;

hoping that the classes may be changed next year.

The students have been very kind and pleasant.

My old Kumamoto pupils invited me to a meeting, and

I made a speech to them. They meet in the same

temple where Yaoya-O-Shichi used to meet Kichizo

Sama, -her acolyte-lover. It is called Kichijqji. 1

met some of my old pupils who had become judges,

others who were professors, others engineers. I felt

rather happy.

Professor Toyama(1) I like more and more. He is

a curious man, really a solid man and a man of the

world, but not at all unkind, and extremely straight

forward. He can be very sarcastic, and is very skilful

at making jokes. Some of the foreign professors are

rather afraid of his jokes : I have heard him make

some sharp ones. But he does not joke yet with me

directly seems to understand me very well indeed.

He knows a great deal about English authors and their

values, but says very little about his own studies. I

do not understand how he found time to learn as much

about the English and American authors as he seems to

know. He gave me some kind hints about the students

told me exactly what they liked, and how far to
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humour them. I had one long talk with him, that

was at the house of Dr. Florenz one evening. The

doctor had invited five of us to dinner.

What else is there to tell you? I must not say

too much about the mud, the bad loads, the horrible

confusion caused by the laying-down of those new

water-pipes. The weather is vile, and Tokyo is hideous

in Ushigome. But Setsucl) is happy like a bird

making its nest. She
&amp;gt;

is fixing up her new home, and

has not yet had time to notice what ugly weather it is.

In Tokyo we find everything very cheap, except

house-rent. And even howse-rent is much lower than in

Kobe, very much lower. I pay only $25 for a

very big house
;

but I expect to do even better than

that. Affectionate regards,

Lafcadio Hearn (Y. Koizumi).

To Ellwood Hendrick

Tokyo, August, 1897.

Dear Hendrick, As for Miss Josephine s(2) letter,

I believe that I cannot answer it at all : it was so sweet

that I could only sit down quietly and think about it,

[ft]
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and I feel that any attempt to answer it on paper

would be no use. There is only one way that it ought

to be adequately answered, and that way I hope that

you will adopt for my sake.

It was a more than happy little romance that

which you told me of, and makes one feel new things

about the great complex life of your greater world.

The poetry of the story makes a singular appeal to me

now possibly because in this Far East such loving

sympathy is non-existent (at least outside of the

household). Artistic life depends a great deal upon

such friendships : I doubt whether it can extst without

them, any more than butterflies or bees could exist

without flowers. The ideal is created by the heart, no

doubt; but it is nourished only by others faith and

love for it. In all this great Tokyo I doubt if there is

a man with an ideal or a woman (I mean any one

not a Japanese) ; and so far as I have been able to

hear and see there are consequently no friendships. Can

there possibly be friendships where there is no aspir-

alional life? I doubt it very much. &quot;.

I must eat some humble pie.
cl &amp;gt; My work during

the past ten months has been rather poor. Wh y, I

cannot quite understand because it costs me more

i, humble-pie Wtgi z&amp;gt;TOtC T$|ft5 &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f
to eat humble
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effort. Anyhow I have had to rewrite ten essays : they

greatly improved under the process. I am trying now

to get a Buddhist commentary for them-mostly to

be composed of texts dealing with preexistence and

memory of former lives. I took for subjects the follow

ing:- Beauty is Memory ;

u:&amp;gt;-------why beautiful things

bring sadness ;
(2)--the riddle of touch---- i. e. the

thrill that a touch gives ;
&amp;lt;3)---the perfume of youth ;

c&amp;lt;)-the reason of the pleasure of the feeling evoked by

bright blue
;

C5)-
&amp;gt;the pain caused by certain kinds of

red ;
C6)--

mystery of certain musical effects;
---fear of

darkness and the feeling of dreams. Queer subjects, are

they not? I think of c-illing the collection &quot;Retro

spectives&quot;. It might be dedicated to
&quot; E. B. W.,&quot;

C7)-
I fancy that I should do well to use the initials only ;

for some of the essays might be .found a little startling.

But when the work will be finished I cannot tell.

In this Tokyo, this detestable Tokyo, there are no

Japanese impressions to be had except at rare intervals.

To describe to you the place would be utterly impossible,-more easy to describe a province. Here the quarter

[It] i totxojBr*1h:ft&amp;gt;9 2 -

*VL&tKf2* Sadness in Beauty && &amp;gt; ft fe ) 3-

Frisson jUfC Co 4- Parfurn de Jeune sj
&amp;lt;i$C 5-

Azure Psychology. ^Jfe^r^^^Kl^^ $ H fc 9 6. A Red

Sunset, it fife I -S
1 Exotics and Retorospectives (1899) K ][&amp;gt; g

7. Elizabeth Bisland SVetmore ft \) g&LlftfHi Dr. C. II. II.

Hall -Nftfcg3&amp;lt;ftfc *J a
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of the foreign embassies, looking like a well-painted

American suburb ;
near by an estate with quaint

Chinese gates several centuries- old; a little further

square miles of indescribable squalor; then miles of

military parade-ground trampled into a waste oi dust,

and bounded by hideous barracks
;

then a great

park, full of really weird beauty, the shadows all black

as ink
;

then square miles of streets of shops, which

burn down once a year ;
-then more squalor ;

then rice-fields and bamboo groves; then more

streets. All this not flat, but hilly, a city of undu

lations. Immense silences green and romantic

alternate with quarters of turmoil and factories and

railroad stations. Miles of telegraph-poles, looking at a

distance like enormous fine-tooth combs, make a horrid

impression. Miles of water-pipes miles and miles and

miles of them interrupt the traffic of the principal

streets : they have been trying to put them underground

for seven years, and what with official trickery, etc.,

the work makes slow progress. Gigantic reservoirs are

ready ;
but no water in them yet. City being sued by

the foreign engineer (once a university professor) for

$ 138,000 odd commission on plans ! Streets melt

under rain, water-pipes sink, water-pipe holes drown

spreeing men and swallow up playful children ; frogs

sing amazing songs in the street. To think of art or
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time or eternity in the dead waste and muddle of this

mess is difficult. The Holy Ghost of the poets is not

in Tokyo. I am going to try to find him by the

seashore.

The other night I got into a little-known part of

Tokyo,--a street all ablaze with lanterns about thirty

feet high, painted with weird devices. And I was

interested especially by the insect-sellers. I bought a

number of cages full of night-singing insects, and am

now trying to make a study of the subjects.
(1) The

noise made by these creatures is very much more

ex raordinary than you could imagine; but the habit of

keeping them is not merely due to a love of the noise

in itself. No : it is because these little orchestras give

to city-dwellers the feeling of the delight of being in

the country,
-the sense of woods and hills and flow

ing water and starry nights and sweet air. Fireflies are

caged for the same reason.

This is a refinement of sensation, is it not?-
only a poetical people could have imagined the luxury

of buying summer-voices to make for them the illusion

of nature where there is only dust and mud. Notice

also that singers are night-singers. It is no use to cage

the cicadae : they remain silent in a cage, and die.

[Ife] i.
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In this horrid Tokyo I feel like a cicada : 1

am caged, and can t sing. Sometimes I wonder whe

ther I shall, ever be able to sing any more, except

at night ? like a bell-insect which has only one

note.

What more and more impresses me every year is

the degree to which the writer is a creature of circum

stance. If he can make the circumstance, like a Kipling

or a Stevenson, he can go on forever. Otherwise he is

likely to exhaust every motive in short order, to the

same extent that he depends on outer influence.

One thing you will have to do, that is, to take

extremely good care of yourself for somebody else s

sake. Which redounds to my benefit
;

for I really

don t know what I should do without that occasional

wind of sympathy wherewith your letters refresh me. I

keep telling my wife that it would be ever so much

better to leave Tokyo, and dwell in the country, at a

very much smaller salary, and have peace of mind.

She says that nowhere could I have any peace of mind

until I become a Buddha, and that with patience we

can become independent. This is good ; and my few

Japanese friends tell me the same thing. But perhaps
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the influence from 40 Kilby Street, Boston,
(l) is the

most powerful and saving of all.

An earthquake and several other things (I hate

earthquakes) interrupted this letter. It is awfully dull,

I know forgive its flatness

Ever, dear H., your

Lafcadio.

To Masanobu Otani

Tokyo, December, 1897.

Dear Otani, 1 have your very nice letter, which

gave me much pleasure. This is just a line before I

go away, in regard to the subject for January, and

relevant matters.

First let me tell you that you are very, very much

mistaken extraordinarily mistaken in thinking

that I do not care for what you call
&quot;

vulgar
&quot;

songs.

They are just what I care most about. In all the

poems that you translated for me this month, I could

find but one that I liked very much
;
and that was a

dodoitsu.

Now I am going to shock you by saying something

that may surprise you ; but if I do not say it, you will

LUO
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never understand what I want. In all the great mass

of student poetry that you collected for me, I found

only seventeen pieces that I could call poetry,-
--and on

submitting those seventeen pieces to higher tests, I found

that nearly all were reflections of thoughts and feelings

from older poets. As for the bookcl) that you translated,

I could find no true poetry in it at all, and scarcely

anything original.

And now let me tell you my honest opinion about

this whole matter. The refined poetry of this era, and

most of the poetry that you collected for me of other

eras, is of little or no value. On the other hand, the

&quot;

vulgar
&quot;

songs sung by coolies and fishermen and

sailors and farmers and artisans, are very true and

beautiful poetry ; and would be admired by great poets

in- England, in France, in Italy, in Germany, or in

Russia

You will think, of course, that this only shows

my ignorance and my stupidity. But please reflect a

little about the matter. A great poem by Heine/25
by

Shakespeare^
3
^, by Calderon&amp;lt;

4
&amp;gt;, by Petrarch (5

&amp;gt;, by HafizC6
&amp;gt;,

by Saadic7)
,

remains a great poem even when it is

Oftl i. ^tfl^*HCK)HWo*r^mi:tlt. 2. a
(1856 ). 3. JtHctt*S$A (1616 fc) 4. m

A (1681 fc). 5- KmvWK (1374 &) 6.

t #**!*A (1388 1384

7- MfBA (1291
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translated into the prose of another language. It touches

the emotion or the imagination in every language. But

poetry which cannot be translated is of no value whatever

in world-literature ; and it is not even true poetry. It

is a mere playing with valuescl) of words. True

poetry has nothing to do with mere word-values. It

is fancy, it is emotion, it is passion, or it is thought.

Therefore it has power and truth. Poetry that depends

for existence on the peculiarities of one language is waste

of time, and can never live in people s hearts. For this

reason there is more value in the English ballad of

&quot;Childe Waters &quot;&amp;lt;
2

&amp;gt; or of &quot;

Tamlane,&quot;
(3) than in the

whole of the verse of Pope.
C4)

Of course, I know there are some beautiful things

in Japanese classical poetry 1 have translations from

the Manydshu and Kokinshu which are beautiful enongh

to live for ever in any language. But these are beautiful

because they do not depend on word-values, but upon

sentiment and feeling.

I fear you will think all this very foolish and

* value = import ; precise signification.

Waters i^* childe gpt, knight j^e^ii IT

SL&t Ellen v^-fcOJg

page fc LTf?S5:@3 tfcitS^fttffl &amp;lt;
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barbarous ; but perhaps it will help you to understand

what I want. &quot;

Vulgar
&quot;

poetry is supremely valuable,

in my humble opinion.

Please this month collect for me, if you can, some

poems on the Sound of the Sea and the Sound of the

Wind. If there are riDt many poems on these subjects,

then you might add poems on the Sea and the Wind

in any other connection. What I want to get is the

feeling that the sound and the mystery of Wind and

Sea have inspired in Japanese Song.

With best wishes ever, faithfully yours,

Y. Koizumi.

To Masanobu Otani

Tokyo, June, 1898.

My dear Otani,-1 am pleased to hear that the

incidentcl) was imaginary,
-because this gives me a

higher idea of your sense of art. True literary art

consists very largely in skilful combination of real or

possible facts in an imaginary succession. Literature

artistic never can be raw truth, any more than a

photograph can be compared with a painting. Here is

I- &quot;In a Train&quot; i i^ftefcSlC^ LT * L
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a little sentence from one of the greatest of modern

French writers :

&quot; L art n a pas la verile pour objet. II faut demander

la verite aux Sciences, parce qu elle est leur objet ;

il ne faut pas la demander a la litterature, qui ria et

ne ptui avoir d oljet que le beau.&quot; (Anatole France. )
(1)

Of course this must not be taken too literally ;
but

it is substantially the most important of truths for a

writer to keep in mind. I would suggest this addition :

&quot; Remember that nothing can be beautiful which does

not contain truth, and that making an imagination

beautiful means also to make it partly true.&quot;-

Your English is poor still
;

but your composition

was artistic, and gave me both surprise and pleasure.

You understand something about the grouping of

facts in the dramatic sense; and how to appeal by

natural and simple incidents to the reader s emotion.

The basis of art is there ;
the rest can only come with

years of practice, I mean the- secret of compressed

power and high polish. I would suggest that when

writing in your own language, you aim hereafter

somewhat in the direction of compression. You are

now somewhat inclined to diffuseness ;
and a great

I.. Anatole France

o &A &quot; Le Crime de Sylvestre Bonnard
&quot;

&amp;lt;rj
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deal is gained in strength by understanding how much

of detail can be sacrificed

Yours faithfully,

Y. Koizumi.

To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, January, 1898.

Dear McDonald,-It would do me a great deal

of harm if I could believe your appreciations and pre

dictions ; but I am quite sure you are mistaken about

both. As to success, I think my good fortune would

consist in being able occasionally to travel for about

six months,--just to pick up strange or beautiful

literary material. If I can ever manage that much-
or even if I can manage to get so far independent that

I can escape from officialdom-1 shall be very for

tunate indeed. Want to get to Europe for a time, in

any case, to put my boy there. But all this is dream

and shadow, perhaps.

Literary success of any enduring kind is made

only by refusing to do what publishers want, by refus-

i. McDonald (1853-)

l888 * Dffls:

Wetmore ^&fMCT$^ Grand Ilolel K
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ing to write what the public want, by refusing to

accept any popular standard, by refusing to write

anything to order. I grant it is not the way to make

money quickly ;
but it is the way and the only

way to win what sincerity in literary effort ought to

obtain. My publishers have frankly gone over to the

Philistinescl) . I could not write for them further even

if they paid me $ 100 per line.

What a selfish letter I am writing ! You are making

me talk too much about my own affairs, and you

would really spoil me, if you could. Talking to me of

fame and hundreds of thousands of dollars! Of course

I should like to have hundreds of thousands, and to

hold them at your disposal ;
but I should also like to

live in the realization of the life of the Arabian Nights.

About the truth of life seems to be this : You can get

what you wish for only when you have stopped wishing

for it, and do not care about keeping it.

I see your name in the papers often now, and

in connections that fill me with gladness. You are a

power again in the land wish you could be here for

longer than you are going to stay. But, after all,

that would not be best for you would it?

Affectionately ever,

Lafcadio,
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To Mitchell McDonald

Tokoy, February, 1898,

Dear McDonald,-1 must try to forget some of

your beautiful letter for fear that it should give me

much too good an opinion of myself. A reverse state

of mind is, on the whole, much better for the writer,
--

I mean for any professional writer.

I believe all that you wish me to believe about

your generous call-but, if friend McDonald does

not think my house a poor rat-trap, that is because

friend McDonald has not yet discovered what a beautiful

Japanese house is like. Let me assure him, therefore,

that it is something so dainty, so wonderful, that only

by custom can one cease to be afraid to walk about

in it.

Yes, as you surmised, one of your suggestions is

wrong. The professional writer, however small his own

powers may be, generally knows the range of literary

possibilities ;
and I know that what you wish cannot be

done by any Western vfriter with the least hope of

success. It has been extensively tried-always with the

result of failure. The best attempt, perhaps, was the

effort ofJudith Gautier,
&amp;lt;l)--a very delicate French writer ;

La Soeur Soldi

fc I % fc&a* eflfort fcftftt*ftcHB&* vft*
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but it did not succeed. As for
&quot; A Muramasa Blade,

&quot;

&quot; Mito Yashiki,&quot; etc., the less said the better. In any

case, it is not so much that the subject itself is

immensely difficult for a foreigner, as that even sup

posing this difficulty mastered, the Western public

would not care twopence about the result. Material is

everywhere at hand. Yearly, from the Japanese press

are issued the most wonderful and thrilling stories of

Japanese feudal life : but a master-translation ot these,

accompanied with illustrations of the finest- kind, would

fall dead in a Western book-market, and find its way

quickly into the ten-cent boxes of second-hand dealers.

And why ? Simply because the Occidental reader could

not feel interested in the poetry or romance of a life so

remote.

No : the public want in fiction things taken raw

and palpitating out of life itself,
-the life they know,-the life everybody knows,-not that which is

known only to a few. Stories from Japan (or India or

China, for that matter) must be stories about Western

people among alien surroundings. And the people

must not be difficult to understand ; they must

be people like the owner of the &quot;

Mary Gloster
&quot;

in Kipling s
&quot; Seven Seas.&quot;

cl) (You ought to buy

i. Seven Seas ft Kipling ff|& o ( l896
The Mary Gloster tt * t |S
tJ^ J L3N& Sir Anthong Gloster
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that book and love it.) Of course, I don t

mean to say that I could ever do anything of Kipling s

kind 1 should have to do much humbler work,

but I am indicating what I mean by
&quot; raw out of

life.&quot;

As for the other suggestion, who ever was

such a pretty maker of compliments ! 1 can only say

that I am happy to have a friend who thus thinks of

me.

Gratefully, with much thanks for your charming

letter,

Lafcadio Hearn.

To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, March. 1898.

Dear McDonald, 1 am looking and looking

for your last kind letter ; but for the moment I cannot

find it. So I must give it up for to-night, if I am to

write you.

I m through with the university ;
and I must get

down to Yokohama, either to-morrow or Monday, and

try to bore you, and to coax that story from Mrs.

Burns (is that the name?), but I shall make another

visit later, if the weather allows. This will be only an
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expedition partly in search of literary material. I

feel I must get a few stories, to keep on the surface/ 15

Otherwise I ll get heavy
(2;&amp;gt; and sink. I have been rather

heavv lately. My dog-sketch
(3&amp;gt;) has developed into

such a nightmare that I myself am afraid of it, and

don t want to think about it for a few days. Then I

have just finished a short sketch,
&quot; In a Pair of Eyes

&quot;

C4)

considerably metaphysical. Such things may

interest
;
but they will not touch hearts

;
and an author

must try to get loved by his readers. So I shall

forage.

Consul General Gowey gave me an agreeable start^55

the other day by sending me a number of &quot; The

Philistine&quot;(6) you know the little thing, very clever

with a pretended^
75

quotation from one of my-

books. The quotation, however, hit what I think,

though I never put the matter in just that shape. It

was nice of the consul to send it made me feel

jolly. I must some day send him something to amuse

him. Not to like him is impossible.

I think you must have hosts of friends now calling

on you, since the battle-powers of the great

Republic^
85 are gathering out this way. I hope you won t

have to get yourself killed for Uncle Sam
;

C9:&amp;gt; but if

*. 2. m^t^it
frc gloomy (5fc) tWS|fcfc&flEJB. 3- dMi Ulul-
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you have, I want to be in the conning-tower about the

same time. I fancy, however, that Manila would not

be a mouthful if the navy is ordered to gobble it
;
and

that the chief result of the expedition to U. S. officers

would be an uncommonly large and fine supply of

cigars.

I have last week declined three dinners. It strikes

me that the average university professor is circumstanced

about this :

1. Twelve to fourteen lectures a week.

2. Average of a hundred official banquets per

year.

3. Average of sixty private society-dinners.

4. Average of thirty to fifty invitations to charitable,

musical, uncharitable, and non-musical colonial

gatherings.

5. Average of a hundred and fifty social afternoon

calls.

6. Average of thirty requests for contributions to

Japanese publications.

7. Average of a hundred requests for pecuniary

contributions from all sources.

8. Average of four requests per month for speeches

or outside lectures.

9. Average of a hundred calls from students

&quot;wanting&quot; things-^- chiefly to waste the pro

fessors time.
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This is only about half the list. I say
&quot; No &quot;

to

everything softly, of course. Otherwise how should

[ exist, breathe, even have time to think ? much

less write books. Oh, dear, oh dear ! What a farce

it is ! When they first started, they wanted the pro

fessors to wear a uniform of scarlet and gold. (I am

sure about the gold not quite sure about the scarlet.)

The professors kicked at the gold, luckily for

themselves 1

Ever affectionately,

Lafcadio.

To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, April, 1898.

Dear McDonald. Your letter came this morning

(Sunday), and it rejoiced me to find that you are not

yet in likelihood of being allowed to attend the Asiatic

side of the smash(1)
; while, as you suggest, before you

could join. . . .on the other side, the serious part of the

campaign would be over. That torpedo squadron at

Port Rico(2) is apparently stronger than any force of

the same kind possessed by the U. S. ; and although

#si* (1898)
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Northern seamanship must tell(1) in a fight, machinery

in itself is a formidable thing, even without anything

more than mere pluck behind it. But just think how

a literary narrative of a battle would sell in America i

Would n t L. B. & Co. C2) make money !

How kind of you to send photo of Amenomori (3&amp;gt;

!

(Yes ; you returned the little one.) This will not fade,

and is a decided improvement. I need scarcely tell

you that out of a million Japanese heads, you could

not find another like this. It represents the cream of

the race at its intellectual best.

In writing hurriedly the other day, I forgot to

answer your question about the Athenaeum^ paper.

Yes : the notice was hostile, but not directly so ;

for a literary work the book was highly praised. The

critic simply took the ground of denying that what I

wrote about existed. I was braced with a missionary,

and while the missionary s book was accepted as

unquestionable fact, mine was pronounced a volume

from Laputa.
c5) The Saturday Review^ knew better

than that.

As to the royalties given to Kipling, they are fancy

rates, of course, and probably never twice the same.

Publishers bid against each other&amp;lt;7) for the right of

[gil J - gi&^&5o 2 - Little Brown and company
3- MtoA. 4-trLo &&&amp;gt; A*
(1896)
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issuing even a limited edition, Macmillan & Co. hold

the ultimate right in all cases
;

but they do not often

print the first edition. Jas, Lane Allen(1 &amp;gt;

probably

gets only ten per cent. He may get more ; but not

much more-there is no American to compare with

Kipling
(2) in the market, except Henry James

(3) and

Marion Crawford. C4)
Kipling probably outsells both

together. James is too fine and delicate a writer-a

psychological analogist of the most complex society
-

ever to become popular. In short, any writer s chances

of good terms, in England or America, must depend

upon his popularity,
-his general market value. Once

that he makes a big success--that is, a sale of 20,000

copies of a book within a year and a half, suppose-
he can get fancy terms for his next book.

...... As to when I shall have another MS. I

don t know. To-day, I am hesitating whether I ought

or ought not to burn some MS. My work has lately

been a little horrible, a little morbid perhaps. Every

thing depends upon exterior influence,-inspiration ;

and Tokyo is the very worst place in all Japan for that.

Perhaps within a year from now, I shall have a new

book ready ; perhaps in six months--according to

Dttl i. James Lane Allen (1849-) #H/Mfti? e

ft Kentucky ofJ &amp;lt;

K J5*ft 2&amp;gt;rc& D The Kentucky
Cardinal (1894) Emblems of Fidelity (1918) ^&amp;lt;D^$&amp;gt; V 2. 3,
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what comes up, suggestions from Nature, books or

mankind. At the very latest, I ought to have a new

book re?dy next spring.

But there is just one possibility. In case that

during this year, or any year, there should come to me

a good idea for such a story as I have been long

hoping to write, -a single short powerful philosophical

story, of the most emotional and romantic sort, then

I shall abandon everything else for the time being, and

write it. Tf I can ever write thai, there will be money

in it, long after I have been planted in one of these

old Buddhist cemeteries. I do not mean that it will

pay because I write it, but because it will touch

something in the new thought of the age, in the

tendencies of the time. All thought is changing ; and

I feel within myself the sense of such a story

vaguely, like the sense of a perfume, or the smell of a

spring wind, which you cannot describe or define.

What divine luck such an inspiration would be ! But

the chances are that a more powerful mind than mine

will catch the inspiration first, as the highest peak

most quickly takes the sun. Whatever comes, I ll just

hand or send the MS. to you, and say,
&quot; Now just do

whatever you please only see that I get the proofs.

The book is yours/

Ever so many thanks for kind advice, and for
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everything else.

I read that war has begun. Hope it will soon

end. Anyhow Uncle Sam does not lose time : he

knows too well that time is money. And after it is

over, he will probably start to build him the biggest

fleet in creation ; for he needs it. Ever affectionately,

Lafcadio Hearn.

To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, April, 1898.

Dear Friend, Your kindest letter is with me.

I cannot quite understand your faith in my work : it is

a veritable Roman Catholic faith, for it refuses to

hear adverse arguments. I only say that I can see no

reason to suppose or even hope that I can ever be

worth to publishers nearly as much as the authors of a

blood-and-thunder detective story contributed to a popular

weekly.

About getting killed : 1 should like nothing so

mucn if I had no one but myself in the world to take

care of which is just why I would not get killed.

You never get what you want in this world. I used to

feel that way in tight places, and say to myself :

&quot;

Well, I don t care : therefore it can t happen.&quot; It is
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only what a man cares about that happens.
&quot; That

which ye fear exceedingly shall come upon you.&quot;
I

fear exceedingly being burned alive slowly, in an

earthquake fire, being eaten by sharks, being

blinded or maimed so as to prove of no farther use
;

but dying is probably a very good thing indeed, and

as much to be desired for one s self as dreaded for

one s friends.

But my work is not done yet : I can t afford

luxuries till it is done, I suppose at least so the

gods think.

No : I shall not burn the MS. yet ;
but if I decided

after deliberation, to burn it, I think I should be right.

How much I now wish I had burned things which I

printed ten or twelve years ago !

I think with you that the U. S. N. will sweep the

Spaniards off the sea ; but still I feel slightly uneasy,

I have met a most extraordinary man to whom I

gave your address, in case he should need advice,

or wish to see Amenomori. He is going to the hotel,

but is now at Nikko. His name is G. T. Sturdy.
cl)

He has lived in India, up in the Himalayas for

years, studying Eastern philosophy ;
and the hotel

delicacies will do him no good, because he is a

vegetarian. He is a friend of Professor Rhys-Davids,
(2)

Life] i. JftA0*BH. 2 T - w - Rhys Davids (1843-)
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who gave him a letter of introduction to me ; and has paid

for the publication of several Eastern texts Pali, etc.

Beyond any question, he is the most remarkable person I

have met in Japan. Fancy a man independent, strong,

cultivated, with property in New Zealand and elsewhere,

voluntarily haunting the Himalayas in the company of

Hindoo pilgrims and ascetics, in search of the

Nameless and the Eternal. Yet he is not a Theosophist
(1)

exactly, nor a Spiritualist.
c2) I did not get very near

him he has that extreme English reserve which

deludes under the appearance of almost boyish

frankness ; but I think we might become fast friends

did we live in the same city. He told me some

things that I shall never forget, -very strange things.

I envy, not him, but his independence. Think of being

able to live where one pleases, nobody s servant,

able to choose one s own studies and friends and

books. On the other hand, most authors write because

they are compelled to find occupation for their minds.

Would I, being independent, become idle? I don t

think so ; but I know that some of my work has been

done just to keep the mind from eating itself, as

does the stomach without food. Ergo^ perhaps, I

* 2. fcfcdnT,fr*lfc1ii SAo 3-

therefore





ought to be maintained in a condition of &quot;

eternal

torment
&quot;

?

Well, it is not impossible that you may eventually

suggest to me something of the great story that is

eventually to be written let us hope. Assuredly if

I once start in upon it,
I shall be asking you questions,

and you will be able to help me very much.

Ever affectionately,

Lafcadio

To Ernest Fenollosa

Tokyo, May, 1898.

Dear Professor, It is too bad that I should

twice missed the pleasure of seeing you, and still

worse that- Mrs. Fenollosa should have come into my
wretched little street to find me absent. But it were

better arrays when possible to let me know in advance

of any chances for a visit otherwise I can seldom

be relied upon ; especially in these months, for I am

over head and ears in work, with the dreadful

prospect of examinations and the agonies of proof-read

ing to be rolled upon me at the same moment. You

are so far(1) happy to be able to command your time :

I cannot often manage it.

1 - so far= in that respect.
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Well, even if I had been free, I do not think 1

should have cared to go to the Ukiyo-e exhibition

again except, of course, to hear you talk about it.

I am inclined to agree with one who said that the

catalogue was worth more than the view. It (not the

catalogue) left me cold partly, perhaps, because I

had just been looking at a set of embroidered screens

that almost made me scream with regret at my inability

to purchase them. I remember only three or four at

Ukiyo-e, the interesting Kappa ;
Shoki diverting

himself
;

a Listening Girl something of that sort :

nothing excited in me any desire to possess it, even as

a gift, except the Kappa and Shoki. (I know I am

hopeless- but it were hopeless to try to be otherwise.)

Verily I prefer the modern colour-prints, which I can

afford sometimes to buy. What is more, I do not

wish to learn better. While I know nothing I can

always follow the Shinto code and consult my heart

about buying things. Were I to know more, I should

be less happy in buying cheap things. It is like the

Chinese characters on the shop-fronts. Once you begin

to know the meaning of a few, the magical charm

the charm of mystery evaporates. There s heresy

for you ! As for the catalogues especially the
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glorious New York catalogue
-1 think them precious

things. If they do me no other good, they serve the

purpose of suggesting the range and unfathomability of

my ignorance. I only regret that you do not use

legends,
-do not tell stories. If you did, Andersen(1)

would be quickly superseded. We buy him only for

the folklore and the references.

Now I must thank Mrs. Fenollosa for the exceeding

kindness of bringing those books so far for me. I fear

I shall have little chance to read within the next

couple of weeks ; but if I get the least opportunity, I

must try to read the
&quot; Cardinal

&quot;

C2)
anyhow. I shall,

whatever happens, return the volumes safely before very

long. As for the Stevenson, (3) it was not worth while

thanking me for ; besides, I do not candidly think it

an example of the writer at his highest. But one reads

these things because the times force you to.

As for the Mountain of SkullsC4)-yes : I have

written it,
-about seven or eight times over ; but it

still refuses to give the impression I feel, and can t

define,
-the impression that floated into my brain

with the soft-flowing voice of the teller. I shall try

again later ; but, although I feel tolerably sure about

i. Hans Christian Andersen (18051875)

T^(,2&amp;gt;U 2. Newton V. Stewart

ft* James Lane Allen (1849) KL&amp;gt;
The

Kentucky Cardinal (1894) & ioN/J*R& !) . Kentucky life
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the result, nothing but very hard work will develop

the thing. Had I only eleven more stories of such

quality, what a book could be made out of them !

Still, it is quite impossible that a dozen such tales could

exist. I read all the Jatakas
(1) to no purpose : one

makes such a find only by the rarest and most

unexpected chance.

By the way, it puzzled me to imagine how the

professor knew of my insignificance having visited the

exhibition ! But a charming professor who made three

long visits there wants very much to make Professor

Fenollosa s aquaintance, E. Foxwell,&amp;lt;
2J a fellov^ 5 of

Cambridge, and an authority on economics. Quite a

rare fine type of Englishman, at once sympathetic

and severely scientific, a fine companion and a

broad strong thinker.

Faithfully, with best regards and thanks,

Lafcadio Hearn.

2. Earnest Foxwell (B. A.
;
M. A. Cambridge)

LA, 3- tttf&9.
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To Ellwood Hendrick

Tokyo, June. 1898.

Dear Wizard, Magician, Thaumaturgist,
cl) -Your

letter was wonderful. It made things quite vivid before

me; and I can actually see G. and M. (2
&amp;gt; and the

others you speak of (including myself, under the influence

of demophobia). Also you cannot imagine how much

good such a letter does a fellow in my condition. It

is tonicky, slips ozone of hope into a consumptive

soul. I must now keep out of blues C3;&amp;gt; for at least

another seven years.

Anyhow, things are about right. My little wife is

.getting strong again ; my eyes are all right ;
the

examinations are over ;
the vacation begins ; Little,

Brown & Company^ send me heaps of books ;
and we

go to the seaside as soon as I can manage it, with

an old pupil of mine, an officer^ now of engineers.

Speaking of pupils reminds me that just as you

keep me from follies, or mischief, by a bit of sound

advice at times, not to say by other means, so

* Wizard = enchanter
; magician. Thaumaturgist =

worker of miracles; wonder-worker. 2. G. and M. ?ty] 3.

4- xmv&m%ti 5.
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here I have learned to be guided by K s mamma. (i *

Indeed, no Occidental-born could manage a purely

Japanese household, or direct Japanese according to his

own light. Things are so opposite, so eccentric, so

provoking at times, so impossible to understand. A

foreign merchant, for example, cannot possibly manage

his own Japanese clerks he must trust their direction

to a Japanese head clerk. And this is the way all

through the Orient, even in Aryan India. Any

attempt to control everything directly is hopelessly

mischievous. By learning to abstain therefrom, I have

been able to keep my servants from the beginning, and

have learned to prize some of them at their weight in

gold.

What I was going to say especially is in reference

to pupils and students. In Tokyo students do every

thing everywhere for or against everybody. They are

legion, they are ubiquitous. The news-vender, the

hotel-clerk, the porter of a mansion, the man-servant of

any large house is sure to be a student, struggling to

live. (I have one for a year good boy, and

inconceivably useful, who soon enters the army.) A

Tokyo resident is obliged to have students about him.

They are
bejtter guards than police, and better servants

than any servants. If you don t have a student or

. Kazuo
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two, you may look out for robbers, confidence-men/
1^

rowdies, trouble of all kinds at your house. Student

police
1
. Tokyo.

Well, I found I could not be familiar with my

students. It spoiled matters. I had to be a little

unpleasant. Then reserved. As a consequence all is

admirable. Direct interference won t do. I have to

leave that to the lady of the house ; and she can

manage things without ever getting angry. But another

student/
2) whom I am educating, did give me much

heart-burning, until I became simply cruel with him. I

should have dropped him ; but I was told :

&quot; You

don t understand : have patience, and wait.&quot;
&quot;

But,&quot;
I

said,
&quot;

his work is trash worthless.&quot;
&quot; Never mind,&quot;

was the answer,
&quot; wait and see !

&quot;

At the end of the

year, I am surprised by the improvement and the

earnestness.
&quot; You see,&quot;

I am told,
&quot; that boy was a

spoiled child while his family were rich ; but his heart

is good. He will do well
yet.&quot;

And I find this quite

probable. How the Japanese can manage with perfect

gentleness and laughter what we cannot manage by

force or fraud or money, ought to be a lesson. And I

sympathize with this character only, my own

i. Swindler. 2. &&* gjfejgfc 9 .,

o * O work # trash ft Q

L
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character is much too impatient and cranky to allow

of correct imitation.

I am, or have been, the teacher of men, who,

although insignificant in English, are literary celebrities^ 15

in their own tongue. Their portraits are known over

Japan ;
their poems and stories celebrated. Naturally

they feel proportionately averse to being treated as mere

boys. Still, an appeal to their honour, gently made,

will sometimes work wonders. I tried in the other

day, by advice of the director, when there had been a

refusal to obey. He said :
(i Don t write to them

;

don t order them
; just go and talk to them. You

know what to
say.&quot;

And they obeyed in. spite of

the fact that the whole room laughed at them for their

change of resolve. There is hope for this class of men :

if the university system were better managed, they

would be splendidly earnest

Affectionately,

Lafcadio Hearn.

[si]
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To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, July, 1898.

Dear McDonald, 1 mailed you this morning the

raw proofs, and the Revue des Deux Mondesi I fear

you will find the former^ rather faulty in their present

unfinished state. But if you mount Fuji you will be a

glorious critic.

I don t know how to tell you about the sense of

all the pleasant episodes^
5 of yesterday, coupled with

the feeling that I must have seemed too sombre toward

the close, instead of showing to you and friend

Amenomori(4) the happiest face possible. I was

unusually naughty 1 suppose ; but I was worried a

little. However, my sky is only clouded for moments

and my friends know that appearances signify

nothing serious.

We had adventures at Shimbashi. I saw a well-

dressed fellow getting rather close to my wife while she

was counting some small change ;
and I pushed in

between her and him just in time; for she had

found his hand on her girdle, trying to get her watch.

[tfc] aHltXfmitftfHWt. 1829 SegurDupeyron

I^Jfc-.B.&fllo I83i K Francois Buloz
ffflj.

1877 ft^
**&amp;gt;3-

Charles fgt\ ^ 1893 K Bruntiere O^Kjg
R$ friU&amp;gt;ftff&fr9fc9fl 2- Ctt Exotics and Retro-
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Then I had a hand poked in my right side-pocket, and

another almost simultaneously into my left breast-pocket.

The men got nothing from either of us. What

interested me was the style of the work. The man I

noticed especially was a delicate-looking young fellow,

very genteelly dressed, and wearing spectacles. He

pretended to be very hot, and was holding his

hat in his left hand before him, and working under

it with his right. The touching of the pocket

with the fingers reminded me of nothing so much

as the motion of a cat s paw in playing. You know

the cat does not give a single stroke, but a &quot;succession

of taps, so quickly following each other that you can

scarcely see how it is done. The incident was rather

curious and amusing than provoking.

I fear poor Amenomori was disappointed after

all his pains about Haneda.

It was just as well that we made the trip yesterday.

To-day the weather is mean, cloudy, hot, and dusty

all at the same time. Yesterday we had clear azure

and gold, and lilac-flashing d r
agonflies, and a

glorious moon coming home.

After seeing your shoulders I have no doubt about

your finding Fuji child s-play even Fuji could not

break such a back as that; but I think that you will

do well, on the climb, to eat very lightly. My
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experience was that the less eating the easier climbing.

I took one drink on the stiff part of the climb,

contrary to the advice of the guides, and I was

sorry for it. The necessity is to reduce rather than

stimulate the circulation when you get to the rarefied

zone. Perhaps you will find another route better than

the Gotemba route ; but Amenomori would be the

best adviser there.

Ever affectionately, with countless thanks,

Lafcadio.

To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, September, 7898.

Dear McDonald, 1 thought the house would go

last night ;
but we had only two trees blown down

this time, and the fence lifted in a southwesterly

direction. Truly I was wise not to go to Shinano

as I intended : it would have been no easy thing to get

back again. And you did well not to try Fuji. It might

have been all right ; and it might have been very dangerous

work indeed. When a typhoon runs around Fuji, Ameno-

mori tells me that it blows the big rocks away like a
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powder-explosion. Judging from the extraordinary

&quot;

protection-walls
&quot;

built about the hut at the mountain-

top, and from the way in which the station-house

roofs are purposely weighed down, I fancy this must be

quite true. A lava-block falling from the upper regions

goes down like a bounding shot from a cannon ; and

I should just about as soon stand in front of a $o-lbs.

steel shell.

The Japanese papers to-day are denouncing some

rice -speculator who has been praying to the gods

for bad weather ! The gods do wisely not to answer

anybody s prayers at all. City-dwellers would pray for

fine weather, while farmers pray for rain
;

fellows like

me would pray for eternal heat, while others would pray

for eternal coolness ;
and what would the gods do

when begged by peace-lovers to avert war and by

military ambitions to bring it about ? Think of twenty

people praying for a minister s death ; and twenty

others pleading for his life. Think of ten different men

praying to the gods for the same girl ! Why, really,

the gods would in any event be obliged to tell us to

settle our own little affairs in our own little wa^, and

be d d ! One ought to write something some day

about a dilemma of the gods ; Ludovic Halevy did

something of the sort ; but he did not exhaust the

subject. Affectionately,

Lafcadio
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To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, October, 1898.

Dear McDonald, 1 find myself not only at the

busiest part of the term, the part when professors of the

university don t find ti:ne to go anywhere, but also

in the most trying portion of the work of getting out a

book, the last portion, the finishing and rounding

off.

And I am going to ask you simply not to come

and see your friend, and not to ask him to come to see

yon 9 /or at least three months more. I know this seems

horrid but such are the only conditions upon which

literary work is possible, when combined with the

duties of a professor of literature. I don t want to see

or hear or feel anything outside of my work till the

book is done, and I therefore have the impudent

assurance to ask you to help me stand by my wheel. (1)

Of course it would be pleasant to do otherwise
;

but

I can t even think of pleasant things and do decent

work at the same time. Please think of a helmsman,

off shore, and the ship in rough weather, with breakers

in sight.

Cafe3 t stand by one s wheel = to .be assiduous to one s

work, ft wheel |t pilot wheel ft P
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Hate to send you this letter but I think you

will sympathize with me in spite of it.

Affectionately,

Lafcadio.

To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, October, 1898.

Dear McDonald, 1 am very glad that I wrote

you that selfish letter, in spite of the protests of my
little wife, who says that 1 am simply a savage. I am

glad, because I felt quite sure that you would understand,

and that the result would be a very sweet note, which

I shall always prize. Of course, I mean three months

at the outside :
(1) 1 have^ vowed to finish by the year s

end, and I think I can. As for letters, you can t write

too many. It takes me five minutes at most to write a

letter (that is, to you) ; but if it took an hour I could

always manage that.

&quot; Like the little crab,&quot; yes, indeed. Thursday,

three enemies dug at my hole, but I zigzagged away

from them. I go in and out by the back way, now,

so as to avoid the risk of being seen from afar oft.

^~^_^^^-^^^^^^^^^^^^^

i, at the outside = at most
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Ever most affectionately (with renewed thanks for

that delicious letter),

Lafcadio.

To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, November, 1898.

Dear McDonald, 1 have your precious letter.

It came all right. I am very glad that I was mistaken

about the registry-business being neglected but

thought it my duty to make the remark. As one of

my students says : &quot;A friend is a man to whom you

can tell all your suspicions.&quot;

Now I am going to tell you something much more

than &quot;

suspicions.&quot; I think it time
;

and I want

you to listen, and to think over it.

You do not understand my situation.

One reason that you do not understand is because

you are a bachelor. Another reason is because you are

a naval officer and a bachelor, consequently to a

considerable degree independent of social conventions of

the smaller and meaner kind.

I am in a somewhat critical position and time.

Don t make any mistake about it. Small as I am, I

have mountains to lift; and if you do not realize it,
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you cannot help it, but can only get your fingers

crushed. Only your fingers mind ! but that will

hurt more than you think.

Here is my fix : I have &quot; down upon me &quot;

I. Society. Civilized society conspires to starve

certain men to death. It must do so in self-defence.

There are privileged men ;
I may become one yet.

II. I have down on me the Church. By Church,

you must not think of the Roman, Greek, Episcopa

lian, etc., persuasions, but all Christendom sup

porting missionary societies, and opposing free-thinking

in every shape. Do not be deceived by a few kindly

notes about my \york from religious sources. They are

genuine, but they signify absolutely nothing against

the great dead weight of more orthodox opinion. As

Professor Huxley
1)

says, no man can tell the force of a

belief until he has had the experience of fighting it.

Good ! Church and Society together are pretty vigorous,

you will acknowledge.

III. The English and American Press in com

bination, the press that represents critical opinion in

London as well as in New York. Don t mistake the

meaning of notices. All, or nearly all, are managed by

the publishers. The policy is to praise the work

because that brings advertisements. Society, Church,

i. UtO Huxley ft Leonard Huxley ( i6o) ft &&
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Press that means a big combination, rather. On my
side I have a brave American naval officer and the

present good will of the Japanese Government, which

has been vaguely aware that my books have been doing

some good.

Now you may say,
&amp;lt;c How important the little mite

thinks himself, the cynosure^
15 of the wor.ld !

&quot;

But

that would be hasty thinking. I am pretty much in

the position of a book-keeper known to have once

embezzled, or of a man who has been in prison, or of

a prostitute who has been on the street. These are,

none of them, you will confess, important persons. But

what keeps them in their holes? Society, Church, and

puplic opinion the Press. No man is too small to

get the whole world s attention z/he does certain things.

Talent signifies nothing. Talent starves in the streets,

and dies in the ginhouse. Talent helps no one not in some

way independent. Temporality, I am thus independent.

At this moment the pressure is very heavy

perhaps never will be much heavier. Why ? Because I

have excited some attention, because there is a

danger that I might succeed. You must not think that

I mean that everybody in general, or anybody in

special, thinks out these thoughts. Not at all. Society,

Church, and Press work blindly, instinctively, like
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machinery set in motion to keep a level smooth. The

machinery feels the least projection, and tries to flatten

it out of existence,
-without even considering what

it may be. Diamond or dung makes no difference.

But if the obstruction prove too hard, it is lifted

out of the way of the machinery. That is where my
one chance lies- in making something solid that

forces this kind of attention.

You might ask me, if I think thus, why dedicate

a book to our friend the doctor ? (1) That is a different

matter. My literary work cannot be snubbed ; and it

goes into drawing-rooms where the author would be

snubbed. Besides, a doctor can accept what other

people can t.

You see that there are many who come to Japan

that want to see me
;
and you think this is a proof of

kindest interest. N7

ot a bit of it. It is precisely the

same kind of curiosity that impels men to look at

strange animals,
--a six-legged calf, f.&amp;gt;r instance. The

interest in the book is in some cases genuine ; the

interest in the personality is of the New York Police

Gazette quality. Don t think I am exaggerating. When

I get my fingers caught in the cogs, I can feel it.

So much for the ugly side of the question. Let us

Doctor i^^fi^ ;&;&*&amp;gt; Exotics and Retro

spectives fc dedicate 3 ft L Dr. Hall Hft^o -
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take the cheerful one.

Every man who has new ideas to express, at variance

with the habits of his time, has to meet the same sort ofopposi

tion. It is valuable to him. It is valuable to the world at

large. Weakness can t work or burst through it. Only

strength can succeed. The man who does get through has

a right to be proud, and to say :

&quot; I am strong.&quot;
With

health and time. I shall get through, but I do feel

afraid sometimes of physical disaster. Of course I have

black moments ; but they are also foolish moments

due to disordered nerves. I must just hammer on

steadily and let money quarrels go to the deuce, and

sacrifice everything to success. When you are in the

United States you may be able to help me with the

business part of the thing providing that you

understand exactly the circumstances, and don t imagine

me to be a possible Kipling or Stevenson. Not only

am I a mere mite in literature, but a mite that has to

be put forward very, very cautiously indeed. &quot; Overes

timate .&quot; me ! well, I should rather say you did

&amp;lt;\.nd now we ll leave theory for practice. I don t

think you can do anything now anything at all.

You might- but the chances are not worth taking.

You will be surprised to hear, I fancy, that the author

must see his proofs not for the purpose of assuring

himself that the text is according to the copy, but foi
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the purpose of making it different from the MS. Very

few writers can perfect their work in MS.; they cannot

see the colour and line of it, till it gets into type.

When a statue is cast, it is cast exactly according to the

mould, and shows the lines of the mould, which have

to be removed : then the polishing is done, and the

last touches are given. Very slight work but every

thing depends upon it. So with artistic writing. It is

by changes in the printed form that the final effect is

obtained. Exactness according to the MS. means

nothing at all ; that is only the casting, a matter of

course
;
and another man can no more look after your

proofs than he can put on your hat. Did you

ever try the experiment of letting a friend try to fit

your hat comfortably on your own head ? It can t be

done.

Health is good ; sprain about well ; book nearly

through sixteen chapters written. Only, the flavour

is not yet quite right.

Finally, dear friend, don t think, because I write

this letter, that ] am very blue, or despondent, or

anything of that sort. I am feeling to-day unusually

well, and remember something said to me ten years

ago by a lady who at once detested me after our

introduction. She said :
&quot; A man with a nose like you

should not worry about the future he will lore his
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way through the world.&quot; I trust in my nose. With

true love to you.

Lafcadio.

To Earnest Fenollosa

T6ky5, December, 1898.

My dear Professor, 1 have been meditating, and

after the meditation I came to the conclusion not to

visit your charming new home again not at least

before the year 1900. I suppose that I am a beast and

an ape ;
but I nevertheless hope to make you

understand.

The situation makes me think of Beranger sci)

burthen, Vive nos amis les ennemis A2) My friends are

more dangerous than my enemies. These latter with

infinite subtlety spin webs to keep me out of places

where I hate to go, ad tell stories of me to people

whom it would be vanity and vexation to meet ;

and they help me so much by their unconscious aid

that I almost love them. They help me to maintain

the isolation indispensable to quiet regularity of work,

and the solitude which is absolutely essential to think-

i. Pierre Jean de Beranger (17801857) ffiffi gf %
burthen :fS#K: $jgt ^ft %) 9

2.
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ing upon such subjects as I am now engaged on.

Blessed be my enemies, and forever honoured all them

that hate me I

But my friends ! ah ! my friends ! They speak

so beautifully of my work; they believe in it; they say

they want more of it, and yet they would destroy

it ! They do not know what it costs, and they

would break the wings and scatter the feather-dust,

even as the child that only wanted to caress the

butterfly. And they speak of communion and converse

and sympathy and friendship, all of which are indeed

precious things to others, but mortally deadly to me,

representing the breaking-up of habits of industry,

and the sin of disobedience to the Holy Ghost,

against whom sin shall not be forgiven, either in

this life, or in the life to come.

And they say, Only a day, just an afternoon

or an evening. But each of them says this thing.

And the sum of the days in these holidays

the days inevitable are somewhat more than a

week in addition. A week of work dropped

forever into the Abyss of what might-have-been !

Therefore I wish rather that I were lost upon the

mountains, or cast away upon a rock, than in this

alarming city of Tokyo, where a visit, and the

forced labour of the university, are made by distance
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even as one and the same thing.

Now if I were to go down to your delightful little

house, with my boy, and see him kindly treated,

and chat with you about eternal things, and yield to

the charm of old days (when I must confess that you

fascinated me not a little), there is no saying what

the consequences to me might eventually become.

Alas ! I can afford friends only on paper, 1 can

occasionally write, 1 can get letters that give me

joy ;
but visiting is out of the possible. I must not

even think about other people s kind words and kind

faces, but work, work, work, while the

Scythe
(1) is sharpening within vision. Blessed again, I

say, are those that don t like me, for they do not fill

my memory with thoughts and wishes contrary to the

purpose of the ^Eons and the Eternities !

When a day passes in which I have not written

much is my torment. Enjoyment is not for me,

excepting in the completion of work. But I have

not been the loser by my visits to you both- did I

not get that wonderful story ? And so I have given

you more time than any other person or persons in

Tokyo. But now through the seasons 1 must

again disappear. Perhaps -le jeu ne vaudra pas la

chandelle :
*&amp;gt; nevertheless I have some faith as to ultimate
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results.

Faithfully, with every most grateful and kindly

sentiment,

Lafcadio Hearn.

To Masanobu Otani

Tokyo, December, 1898.

Dear Otani, To-day I received the gift sent

from Matsue, and the very nice letter with which

you accompanied it. I think that a better present, or

one which could give me sincerer pleasure will never

be received. It is a most curious thing, that strange

texture, and a most romantic thing also in its way,

seeing that the black speckling that runs through

the whole woof is made by characters of letters or

poems or other texts, written long ago. And I must

assure you that I shall always prize it not only

because I like it, but particularly because your mother

wove it. I am going to have it made into a winter

kimono for my own use, which I shall always wear,

according to season, in my study-room. Surely it is

just the kind of texture which a man of letters ought

to wear ! My best thanks to you and your family,

most of all to your kind mother, and my earnest
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wishes for a fortunate year to come.

Your collection of poems this month interested me

a great deal in a new way the songs separately make

only a small appeal to imagination ; but the tone and

feeling of the mass are most remarkable, and give me

a number of new ideas about the character of the

&quot;folk-work.&quot;

With, renewed best wishes for a happy and for

tunate New Year to you and yours,

Sincerely,

Y. Koizumi.

To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, January, 1899.

Dear McDonald, 1 suppose you have heard of a

famous old drama which has for its title,
&quot; The Woman

Killed with Kindness.&quot;(1) Presently, if you do not take

care, you will be furnishing the material for a much

more modern tragedy, to be called, &quot;The Small Man(2)

Killed with Kindness.&quot; Here I have been waiting three

days to write you, and have not been able to write,

because of the extravagant and very naughty things

. Thomas Heywood (-f- -fa ftIB* A.) tt, 1603 S
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which you have done. That whiskey ! Those cigars !

That wonderful beefsteak ! Those imperial and sinfully

splendid dinners ! Those wonderful chats until ghost-

time, and beyond it ! And all these things however

pleasing in themselves made like a happy dream by

multitudes of little acts and words and thoughts (all

observed and treasured up) that created about me an

atmosphere not belonging at all to this world of Iron

Facts and Granite Necessities. &quot; Come soon again
&quot;

indeed ! Catch me down there again this winter 1

Steep a man s soul in azure and gold like that again,

and you will utterly spoil him for those cold grey

atmospheres under which alone good work can be done.

It is all tropical down there at No. 20 Bund
;

(1) and I

must try to forget the tropics in order to finish No. 8S2)

The last time I had such an evening was in 1889,

in a flat of Fifth Avenue, New York, where a certain

divine person*^ and I sat by a fire of drift-wood, and

talked and dreamed about things. There was this

difference, however, that I never could remember what

passed as we chatted before that .extaordinary fire (which

burned blue and red and green because of sea-ghosts

in
it). That was largely witchcraft, but at No. 20
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Bund, without witchcraft, there is more power than

that. And if 1 am afraid of it, it is not because I do

not like it even more than the magic of Fifth Avenue,

but because No. 8 must be done quickly]

You must really promise to be less good to me if

you want to see me again before the Twentieth Century.

I \\ish I know how to scold you properly; but for

the moment I shall drop the subject in utter despair !

I hope what you say about my being still a boy

may have a grain of truth in it, so that I can get

mature enough to make you a little bit proud of

encouraging me in this out-of-the-way comer of the

world. But do you please take good care of that

health of yours, if you want to see results : I am just

a trifle uneasy about you, and you strong men have to

be more careful than midges and gnats like myself.

Please think twice over these little remarks.

I have no news at all for you ; there is no

mail, of course, and nothing interesting in this muddy

place. I can only
&quot;

report progress.&quot; I have a very

curious collection of Japanese songs and ballads/
1 ) with

refrains, unlike any ever published in English ;
and I

expect to make a remarkable paper out of them.

By the way, I must tell you that such enquiries as

Shadow-

ings
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I tried to make for you on the subject of waterfalls only

confirm what I told you. The mere idea of such a

thing is horribly shocking to the true Japanese nature :

it offends both their national and their religious sense.

The Japanese love of natural beauty is not artificial, as

it is to a large degree with us, but a part of the race-

soul
; and tens of thousands of people travel every year

hundreds of miles merely to enjoy the sight and sound

of a little waterfall, and to please theii imagination with

the old legends and poems concerning it. (The

Japanese heart never could understand American will

ingness to use Niagara for hydraulic or electric

machinery never ! And I must confess that I

sympathize altogether with them.) But that is not all ,

the idea of a foreigner using a waterfall for such a

purpose would seem to millions of very good, lovable

people like a national outrage. The bare suggestion

would excite horror. Of course there are men like

who have suppressed in themselves all these feelings,

but they represent an almost imperceptible minority.

They regard the ruin of Fairy-land as certain ; bijt

the mass are still happy in their dreams of the old

beauty and the old gods.

Lafcadio.
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To Mitchell McDonald.

Tokyo, January, 1899.

Dear McDonald, Everything is bright and

sunny with us again : we have to keep the boys in a

warm room, and nurse them carefully, but they are

safe now. I shall never forget your kindest sympathy,

and the doctor s (i:&amp;gt;

generous message. Am I bad for

not writing sooner ? To tell the truth I was a little

tired out myself, and got a touch of cold
; but I m

solid and shipshape
C2)

again, and full of hope to see

you. I shall have no more duties until Tuesday morning

(3ist); so, if you will persist in risking a bad lunch

and an uncomfortable room, and the trouble of travelling

to Tokyo, I shall be waiting for you. I think you

ought to come up once more, anyhow. I want you to

see yourself vis-a-vis^ with Elizabeth. C4) I want to chat

about things. (No mail yet at this writing.) If you

cannot conveniently come this week, come just when

you please any afternoon between Fridays (inclusive) and

Mondays.

Cft] . * Dr- Hall

&amp;lt;j\t 9 &amp;gt; t~C 3- face to face [pJV^-oT 4- Mrs. Wetmore (O

Jg 3
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Odincl)
said, in the HavamaV2) &quot; I counsel the?,

if thou hast a trusty friend, go and see him often ;

because a road which is seldom trod gets choked with

brambles and high grass.&quot;

This is a case of &quot; don t-do-as-I-do, but-do-as-

I-tell-you
&quot;

isn t it ? Besides, I am not worth a

d n(3) as a friend, anyhow. I quote these most

ancient verses only because you expressed an interest in

them during our last delightful chat; but whether

you come or no, brambles will never grow upon the

pathway.

Lafcadio.

To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, February, 1899.

Dear McDonald,--1 have just got your dear

letter : don t think me neglectful for not writing to you

sooner ;

----this is the heavy part of the term; and the

weather has been trying to me.

Well, I am glad to hear that you have read a

[St]

one

-C Odin &-&amp;lt; I I h $^ &amp;gt; 6 o 3- d n = damn. not worth
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book called &quot; Exotics and Retrospect! ves.&quot;
(1) I have not

seen it. Where did it come from? How did you get

it ? When was it sent ? Did the doctor^ get his

copy ? (Don t answer these questions by letter in a

hurry : I am not asking very seriously, as I

suppose I shall get my copies by the Doric.}

I have been doing nothing to speak of lately : too

tired after a day s work,-and the literary jobs on hand

are mechanical mostly,
-

uninteresting,
--mere ruts

of duty. I hate everything mechanical
;

but romances

do not turn up every day.

Thanks for your interest in my lecture-work
;
but

you would be wrong in thinking the lectures worth

printing.
(3) They are only dictated lectures-dictated

out of my head, not from notes even : so the form of

them cannot be good. Were I to rewrite each of them

ten or fifteen times, I might print them. But that

would not be worth while. I am not a scholar, nor a

competent critic of the best
;

there are scores of them

able to do the same thing incomparably better. The

lectures are good for the Tokyo University, however,
--

because they have been adapted, by long experience,

to the Japanese student s way of thinking, and feeling

[ft] i.
&&amp;lt;Z&amp;gt;^to
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and are put in the simplest possible language. But

when a professor in Japan prints his lectures, the

authorities think they have got all that he knows in

hand, and are likely to look about a n?w man. It is

bad policy to piint anything of the kind here, and

elsewhere the result would be insignificant. I had

better reserve my force for work that other people

cannot do better, or at least won t do.

Affectionately,

Lafcadio.

To Mitchell McDonald.

Tokyo, February, 1899.

Dear McDonald, Now don t give yourself all

that trouble about coming up to Tokyo. It would

have been an ugly trip for you last Saturday or Sunday,

anyhow : wait till the fine days, and till you don t

know what else to do. I think I shall see you before

you go to the U. S. anyhow, in Tokyo, but I don t

think you will be able to manage the trip very often.

If I telegraph, &quot;Dying quick murder:&quot; then I

know that you will even quit your dinner and come ;

isn t that pleasant to be sure of?

I was thinking the other day to ask you if you
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ever knew my dead friend, W. D. O Connor

(U. S. Signal Service), Washington. He was very fond

of me in his way got me my first introduction to

the Harpers.^ I believe that he died of overwork. I

have his portrait. He was Whitman s00 great friend.

Thinking about him and you together, I was wondering

how much nationality has to do with these friendships.

Is it only Irish or Latin people who make friends for

friendship s sake ? Or is it that I am getting old

and that, as Balzac^ says, men do not make friends

after forty-eight? Coming to think of old times, I

believe a man is better off in a very humble position,

with a very small salary. He has everything then more

or less trustworthy and real in his surroundings. Give

him a thousand dollars a month, and he must live in

a theatre,
(4) and never presume to take off his mask.

No, dear friend, I don t want your book. I should

not feel comfortable with it in hand : I cannot

comfortably read a book belonging to another person,

because I feel all the time afraid of spoiling it. I feel

restrained, and therefore uncomfortable. Besides, your

book is where it ought to be doing the most good.

Nay ! I shall wait even until the cracking of doom,

*&amp;gt;*. ft&tttt&mo^mK* 3,
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rather than take your book.

There is to be a mail sometime next week, I

suppose. Ought to come to-day but the City of

Rio de Janeiro is not likely to fly in a blizzard, except

downward. If she has my book 0:1 board she will

certainly sink.

By the way, you did not know that I am fatal to

ships. Every ship on which I journey gets into

trouble. Went to America in a steamer that foundered.

Came to Japan upon another that went to destruction.

Travelled upon a half-dozen Japanese steamers, every

one of which was subsequently lost. Even lake-boats

do not escape me. The last on which I journeyed

turned over, and drowned everybody on board,

only twenty feet from shore. It was I who ran the

BeJgic on land. The only ship that I could not wreck

was the Saikyo-Maru, but she went to the Yalu on the

next -trip after I had been aboard of her, and got

tolerably well smashed up ; so I had satisfaction out of

her anyhow. If ever 1 voyage on the Empress boats/
15

there will be a catastrophe. Therefore I fear exceed

ingly for the Rio de Janeiro ; she . is not strong

enongh to bear the presence of that book in a typoon.

Affectionately,

Lafcadio.

i- En press of India #&amp;gt; Empress of Japan &

1C Empress &#*
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To Mitchell McDonald

*

Tokyo, June, 1899.

Dear Mitchell,--Your delightful letter is with me,

I did not get through that examination work till Sunday

morning -- had about 300 compositions to look

through : then I had nearly a day s work packing and

sending out prizes which I give myself every year
-

not for the best English (for that depends upon natural

faculty altogether), but for the best thinking, which

largely depends upon study and observation.

Lo ! I am a &quot;bloated bondholder.
&quot;

cl) I am
&quot; astonished

&quot;

and don t know what to say- except

that I want to hug you ! About the semi-annual

meeting, though-fear I shall be far away then.(2)

Unless it be absolutely necessary, I don t think I shall

be able to come. Can t I vote by letter, or telegraph ?

If you make out a form, I ll vote everything that you

want, just as you want it. (By the way, I might be

able to come-in case I am not more than
fifty miles

off. Perhaps I can t get to where I want to go.) We ll

take counsel together. Yet, you ought to know that I

Ctt] i. flfcfcfc a *:feo Harpers ft 4&$&& J: g 9
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hate meetings of all kinds with hatred unspeakable.

So it was a Mrs.-
,
not a Mr.- . I am afraid

of Scotch people. However, that was a nice letter.

Perhaps I ought to send her a copy of &quot;

Ghostly Japan.
&quot; (1)

But one never can tell the exact consequences of

yielding these impulses of gratitude and sympathy. My
friends are enough for me-- they are as rare as they

are few
; rare like things from the uttermost coasts,

^-diamonds, emeralds and opals, amethysts, rubies,

and topazes from the mines of Golconda/33 What more

could a fellow want? All the rest is useless even

when it is not sham-which it generally is.

Haven t been idle either. Am working on &quot; The

Poetry and Beauty of Japanese Female Names.&quot;00 Got

all the common names I want inlo alphabetical order,

and classified. Aristocratic names remain to be done,

--an awful job ;
but I think that I manage it before

I get away.

Perhaps I shall not finish that dream- work for

years,
-

perhaps I might finish it in a week. Depends

upon the Holy Ghost. By the way, a thing that I

had never been able to finish since I began it six years

I. ;5fc^-0 2. Vulgate

far and from the uttermost coasts is the price oi her ofi}^

3- Hj^^/f r?xy Mb#0/frfr3*M7* y Vijl, 4- it-
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ago, and left in a drawer, has suddenly come into my

present scheme, fits the place to a &quot;

T.&quot;
CI) So it

may be with other things. I leave them to develop

themselves
;

C2) and if I wait long enough, they always

do.

I have heard from the Society of Authors. The

American public is good to me. I have only a very

small public in England yet. I fancy at present that I

shall do well to become only an associate of the

Authors Society, pay the fees, and wait for fame,

in order to take the publishers privately recommended

to me. We shall see.

What a tremendous, square, heavy, settled, im*

moveable, mountainous thing is the English reading

public ! The man who can bore into the basalt of

that mass must have a diamond-drill. I tell you that

I feel dreadfully minute, microscopic, when I

merely read the names of the roll of the Authors

Society. Love to you from all of us,

Lafcadio.
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To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, June, 1899,

Dear McDonald, Do you know that I felt a

little blue after you went away the other day, which

was ungrateful of me. A little while ago, reading

Marcus Aurelius,
(1:) I found a quotation that partially

explains :

&quot; One man, when he has done a service(2) to

another, is ready to set it down to his account.

Another is not ready .to do this A third in a

manner does not even know what he has done, but he

is like a vine which has produced grapes, and seeks

for nothing more after it has once produced fruit.&quot;

And I feel somewhat displeased at the vine in

as much as I know not what to do in regard to my

own sense of the obligation of the grapes.

The heat is gorgeous and great. 1 dream and

write. The article on women s names is dry work ;

but it develops. I have got it nearly two thirds

yes, fully two thirds done. I am going to change the

sentence
&quot;

lentor inexpressible
&quot;

v/hich you did not like.

It is a kind of old trick
wor^d

with me. I send you a

copy of the old story in which I first used it, years

fi? (121-10). 2 . a

service = a favour
;

a. kind office.
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and years ago. Don t return the thing it has had

its day.

I feel queerly tempted to make a Yokohama trip

some afternoon, towards evening, instead of morning :

am waiting only for that double d d faculty meeting,

and the finishing up of a little business.
&quot; Business ?

&quot;

you may bewilderingly exclaim. Well, yes business.

I have been paying a student s(1) way through the

university making him work, however, in return for

it. And I must settle his little matters in a day or so

showing
(2) him that he has paid his own way

really, and has discharged all his obligations. Don t

think he will be grateful but I must try to be

like the vine like Mitchell and though I can t

be quite so good, I must pretend to be act as if I

were. The next best thing to being good is to imitate

the acts and the unselfishness of Vines.

Lafcaclio.

To Mitchell McDonald

Yaidzu, August, 1899.

Dear Mitchell,-1 am writing to you under very

i. Jft a student tipttD (2) fftfiBft SffllSittf~
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great difficulties, ai\d on a floor,-and therefore you

must not expect anything very good.

Got to Yaidzu(1) last night, and took a swim in a

phosphorescent sea.

To-day is cold and grey
-and not a day for you

to enjoy. I saw an immense crowd of pilgrims for

Fuji at Gotemba, and wondered if you would go up, as

this time you would have plenty of company.

Sorry I did not see dear Dr. Bedloe : but I hope

to catch him upon his way back to the Far East.

How I wish you could come down some fine day

here--only, I do fear that you could not stand the

fleas. I must say that it requires patience and

perseverance to stand them. But you can have glorious

swimming. When I can get that--fleas and all other

things are of no consequence.

Also I am afraid that you would not like the

odours of fish below stairs, of daikon, and of other

things all mixed up together. 1 don t admire them
;-but there is swimming-nothing else makes much

difference.

You would wonder if you saw how I am quartered,

and how much I like it. I like roughing it among the

fisher-folk. I love them. I am afraid that you not

[tt] i

In Ghostly Japan foftgt &&?&** At Yaidzu
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only couldn t stand it, but that you would be somewhat

angry if you came down here would tell me that

&quot;I ought to have known better,&quot; etc. Nevertheless I

want you to come for one day see if you can

stand it.
&quot;Play up the Boyne(1) Wather softly till I

see if I can stand it.&quot; Ask Dr. Bedloe the result of

playing the Boyne Wather softly. But I am warning

you fairly and fully.

Affectionately,

Laffcadio.

P. S. I am sure you could not stand it per

fectly sure. But then think of the value of the

experience. 1 had a Japanese officer(2) here last year

and he liked it.

To Mitchell McDonald

Yaidzu, August, 1899.

Dear Mitchell, Went to that new hotel this

afternoon, and discovered that the people are all liars

and devils and .... Therefore it would never do for you

to go there. Then I went to an ice and fruit seller,

ftt jt t
Japanese officer
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who has a good house
;

and he said that after the

fourteenth he could let you have sleeping room. The

village festival is now in progress, so that the houses

are crowded.

If this essay fails, I have the alternative of a

widow s cottage. She is a good old soul -with the

best of little boys for a grandson, and sole companion ;

the old woman and the boy support themselves by

helping the fishermen. But there will be fleas.

Oh ! d na &amp;gt; it all ! what is a flea ? Why should

a brave man tremble before a nice clean shining flea ?

You are not afraid of twelve-inch shells or railroad

trains or torpedoes what, then, is a flea? Of course

by
&quot; a flea

;

i mean fleas generically.W I ve done my
best for you but the long and the short of it(3) that

if you go anywhere outside of the Grand Hotel you

must stand fleas piles, multitudes, mountains and

mountain-ranges of fleas ! There ! Fleas are a necessary

part of human existence.

The iceman offers you a room breezy, cool,

you eat with me ; but by all the gods ! you ve got

to make the acquaintance of some fleas ! Just think

how m my unpleasant acquaintances / run away from !

* d n=damn. 2. a flea ^f&K H t fc ft one
flea iV^K#-F, any and every &amp;lt;D;g5fc % W^&amp;gt;

a K T^g- t V&amp;gt;^&amp;gt;

4&amp;gt;
&amp;lt;V -Safcl&quot; ftll &|l t% 9 * Hke a good man fj^^n a 4

i&quot;J C t 9 o 3- l^e OI)g an(l short of it = the sum and substance of

the in itter = in short.
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yet I have Buddha s patience with fleas.

At this moment, a beautiful, shining, plump,

gathered-up-for-a-jump flea is walking over my hand.

Affectionately,

Lafcadio.

To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, September, 1899.

Dear Mitchell, 1 am sending you two documents

just received one from Lowder s new company, I

suppose ; the other, which makes me rather vexed, from

that woman, who has evidently never seen or known

me, and who spells my name &quot;

Lefcardio.&quot; (Wish you

would point out to her somebody who looks small and

queer, and tell her,
&quot; That is Mr. Hearn he is

waiting to see
you.&quot;)

At all events, these folks have

simply been putting up(1) a job to amuse themselves or

to annoy me
;

-has apparently been putting up a

job to annoy you. We are in the same boat
;
(2) but

you can take much better care of yourself than I can.

I do wish that you could find out something about

fo put up = to concoct. 2. to be in the same boat. |nj

&quot;e-T^*&amp;gt; ^*Ita&* m\: condition
K&amp;gt; &K.

condition
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those people : I am very much ashamed at having

left my card at the hotel where they were stopping.

One thing sure is that I shall not go down to the

Grand Hotel again for ages to come 1 wish I could

venture to say
&quot; never

&quot;

nevermore. It is one more

nail in my literary coffin every time I go down. If I

am to be tormented by folks in this way, I had better

run away from the university and from Tokyo at once.

That woman is a most damnable liar. I

wonder who she can be.

Well, so much for an outburst of vexation which

means nothing very real ; for I only want to pour my
woes into your ear. I can t say how good I think you

are, nor how I feel about the pleasure of our last too

brief meeting. But I do feel more and more that you

do not understand some things, the immense injury

that introductions do to a struggling writer, the

jealousies aroused by attentions paid to him, the

loss to him of creative power that follows upon

invitations of any kind. You represent, in a way, the

big world of society. It kills every man that it takes

notice of or rather, every man that submits to be

noticed by it. Their name is legion ;
and they are

strangled as soon as they begin to make the shadow of

a reputation. Solitude and peace of mind only can

produce any good work, Attentions numb, paralyze,
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destroy every vestige of inspiration. I feel that I

cannot go to America without hiding and never can

let you know where I go to. I shall have to get away

from Tokyo, get somewhere where nobody wants to

go. You see only one side what you think, with

good reason, are the advantages of being personally

known. But the other side, the disadvantages,

the annoyances,, the horrors yuu do not know

anything about; and you are stirring them up like

a swarm of gnats. A few more visits to Yokohama

would utterly smash me and at this moment, I do

wish that I never had written a book.

No : an author s instincts are his best guide. His

natural dislike to meet people is not shyness, not

want of self-appreciation : it is empirical knowledge ot

the conditions necessary to peace of mind and self-

cultivation. Introduce him, and you murder his power,

just as you ruin certain solutions by taking out

the cork. The germs enter : and the souls of him rot !

Snubs are his best medicine. They keep him humble,

obscure, and earnest. Solitude is what he needs

what every man of letters knows that an author needs.

No decent work was ever done under any other

conditions. He wants to be protected from admiration,

from kindnesses, from notice, from attentions of any

sort : therefore really his ill-wishers are his friends
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without knowing it.

Yet here I am smoking a divine cigar out

of my friend s(1;)
gift-box, and brutally telling him

that he is killing my literary soul or souls. Am I

right or wrong? I feel like kicking myself; and yet,

I feel that I ought never again in this world to visit

the Grand Hotel I I wonder if my friend will stand

this declaration with equanimity. He says that he will

never &quot;

misunderstand.&quot; That I know. I am only

fearing that understanding in this case might be even

worse than misunderstanding. And I can t make a

masterpiece yet. If I could, I should not seem to be

putting on airs. That is the worst of it.

Hope you will forgive and sympathize with

Lafcadio.

To Mitchell McDonald

Tokyo, October, 1899.

Dear Mitchell,--No news up here, to interest

you.

I am not doing anything much at present. Don t

know whether I shall appear in print again for several

[ft] i. If-M ?*&amp;gt; *$&amp;lt; Ut*K^fI*fc3 McDonald * &amp;lt;rj

fc D.
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years. Anyhow, I shall never write again except when

the spirit moves me. It doesn t pay ;
and whit you

call
&quot;

reputation
&quot;

is a most damnable, infernal, unmiti

gated misery and humbug--- a nasty smoke--a

foretaste (i:&amp;gt; of that world of black angels to which the

wicked are destined. (Thanks for your promise not to

make any more introductions
;

but I fear the mischief

has been done
;
and Yokohama is now for me a place

to be shunned while life lasts.)

Six hundred pages (about) represent my present

quota of finished manuscript. But I shall this time let

the thing mellow a good deal, and publish only after

judicious delay. While every book I write costs me

more than I can get for it, it is evident that literature

holds no possible rewards for me
;
-and like a

sensible person I am going to try to do something

really good, that won t sell.

In the meanwhile, however, I want not to think

about publishers and past efforts at all. That is waste

of time. I shall prepare to cross the great Pacific

instead,
-uless I have to cross a greater Pacific(2) in

very short order. I should like a chat with you soon ;

but I am not going down 10 Yokohama for an age.

It is better not. When I keep to myself up here,

& fc jS ^ T & lit-,
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things begin to simmer and grow : a sudden change of

milieu invariably stops the fermentation. Wish you

were anywhere else that is pleasant except at the

G. H/ 1)

Affectionately ever,

Lafcadio.

To Professor Foxwell00

Tokyo, October, 1899.

Dear Professor, 1 had given up all expectation

of seeing you in Japan, as a letter received from

Mr. Edwards(3)
gave me to understand that you were on

your way back to England. To-day, however, I

learned by chance that you were still in Tokyo,

though no longer an inhabitant of the Palace of Woe.(4)

Therefore I must convey to you by this note Mr.

Edwards s best regards, and express my own regret

that you will not again help me through with a single

one of those dreary quarters between classes. How

ever, I suppose that the day of my own emancipation

cannot be extremely remote.

i. theG. II. = the Grand Hotel. 2. Earnest Foxwell. Q

&amp;gt; X#ftftA;MttM&tt9 t. 3* Osman

Edward. (1864-) ftNeftftftffft; B4$ttattg St - Pauls
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I have had a number of pleasant letters from that

wonderful American friend of ours. He has been in

Siam, where he sold to the King s people more

than two tons of dictionaries without emerging from

the awning of his carriage ;
and I suppose that the

books were carried by a white elephant with six. tusks.

He has been since then in Ceylon, Madras, Calcutta,

all sorts of places, too, ending in
&quot;

bad/ doing

business. But he will not return to Japan he goes

to the Mediterranean. He sent me a box of cigars of

Colombo : they are a little
&quot;

sharp,&quot;
but very nice

strange in flavour, but fme.cl)

No other news that could interest you. Excuse

me for troubling you with this note but the idea of

seeking you at the Metropole
C2) would fill me with

dismay. If you do go to England, please send me a

good-bye card. If you do not go very soon, I shall

probably see you somewhere &quot;

far from the madding

crowd.&quot;
3*

Best regards,

Lafcadio Hearn.

I.** + 4 4

2 *3Ko*^^o 3- Thomas Gray

(1716 1771) &amp;gt;ff Elegy in a Country Churchyard &amp;gt; -f
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To Mrs. Wetmorea)

Tokyo, January, 1900.

Dear Mrs. Wetmore, Memories of hand-writing

must have become strong with me ; for I recognized

the writing before I opened the letter. And thereafter

I did not do more than verify the signature and

put the letter away, so th.;t I might read it in the time

of greatest silence and serenity of mind. During the

interval there rose up reproachfully before me the ghost

of letters written and rewritten and again rewritten to

you, but subsequently 1 cannot exactly say why

posted in the fire ! (This letter goes to you in its

first spontaneous form so much the worse for me!)
&quot;

Indifferent
&quot;

you say. But you ought to see my

study-room. It is not very pretty a little Japanese

matted room, with glass sliding windows (upstairs), and

a table and chair. Above the table there is the portrait

of a young American naval officerC3) in uniform he is

not so young now ; that is a very dear picture. On

the opposite wall is the shadow of a beautiful and

wonderful person,
(3) ^vhom I knew long ago in the

. Elizabeth Bisland Wetmore (1861 ) 25cH^ 1889
5i~ fl Cosmqpolitan gogK, tteggjftftt&ftSa^&S

&*) McDonald J &| |CS *) L
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strange city of New Orleans. (1)
(She was sixteen years

old, or so, when I first met her ; and I remember that

not long afterwards she was dangerously ill, and that

several people were afraid she would die in that quaint

little hotel where she was then stopping.) The two

shadows watch me while the light lasts ;
and I have

the comfortable feeling of monopolizing their sympathy-for they have nobody else to look at. The originals

would not be able to give me so much of their

company.

The lady talks to me about a fire of wreckwood,

that used to burn with red and blue lights. I

remember that I used to sit long ago by that

Rosicrucian(2)
glow, and talk to her

; but I remember

nothing else-only the sound of her voice,
-low

and clear and at times like a flute. The gods only

know what / said ; for my thoughts in those times were

seldom in the room,-but in the future, which was

black, without stars. But all that was long ago. Since

then I have become grey, and the father of three boys.

The naval officer has been here again in the body,

however. Indeed, I expect him here, upstairs, in a

[tfc] I.
J
Jc& tt Htn &amp;lt;V Times Democrat $f ti K 1) ft L Jg & fi *
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day or two,-before he goes away to Cavite,
cl)--

after which I shall probably never see him02 )
again.

We have sat up till many a midnight,
-

talking about

things.

Whether I shall ever see the original of the other

shadow, I do not know. I must leave the Far East

for a couple of years, in order to school a little son of

mine, who must early begin to learn languages.

Whether I take him to England or America, I do not

yet know ; but America is not very far from England.

Whether the lady
(3) of the many-coloured fires would

care to let me hear her voice for another evening,

sometime in the future, is another question.

Two of the boys are all Japanese,
--

sturdy and

not likely to cause anxiety. But the eldest is almost

altogether of another race,
-with brown hair and eyes

of the fairy-colour,
---and a tendency to pronounce

with a queer little Irish accent the words of old

English poems which he has to learn by heart. He is

not very strong ;
and I must give the rest of my life

to looking after him.

I wish that I could make a book to please you

i. Cavite 7 -f 9 KT y^J^ttKO Luzon

1900 jf , &t&amp;gt; 1902 *fi V 1905

fc Do 3- #m#fca Wetmore
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more often than once a year. (But I have so much

work to do
!) Curiously enough, some of the thoughts

spoken in your letter have been put into the printer s

hands ghostly anticipation? for a book05 which

will probably appear next fall. I cannot now judge

whether it will please you but there are reveries in

it, and sundry queer stories.

Good-bye for the moment. It was so kind to

write me.

Lafcadio Hearn.

To Masanobu Otani

Tokyo, January, 1900.

My dear Otani,-1 suppose that, when you ask

me to express my &quot;approval&quot;
or non-approval of a

society^ for the study of literature, etc., you want a

sincere opinion. My sincere opinion will not please

you, I fear, but you shall have it.

There is now in Japan a mania, an insane mania,

for perfectly useless organizations of every description.

I. A Japanese Miscellany flf 3 ft L *&amp;gt;

Wetmore
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Societies are being formed by hundreds, with all kinds

of avowed objects, and dissolved as fast as they are

vnade. It is a madness that will pass like many

wther mad fashions ; but it is doing incomparable

Uiischief. The avowed objects of these societies is to

do something useful ;
the real object is simply to waste

time in talking, eating, and drinking. The knowledge

of the value of time has not yet even been dreamed of

in this country.

The study of literature or art is never accompanied

by societies of this kind. The study of literature and

of art requires and depends upon individual effort, and

original thinking. The great Japanese who wrote

famous books and painted famous pictures did not need

societies to help them. They worked in solitude and

silence.

No good literary work can come out of a society

no original work, at least. Social organization is

essentially opposed to individual effort, to original

effort, to original thinking, to original feeling. A society

for the study of literature means a society organized so

as to render the study of literature, or the production

of literature, absolutely impossible.

A literary society is a proof of weakness not a

combination of force. The strong worker and thinker

works and thinks by himself. He does not want help
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or sympathy or company. His pleasure in the work is

enough. No great work ever came out of a literary

society,
--no great original work.

A literary society, for the purpose of studying

literature, is utterly useless. The library is a better

place for the study of literature. The best of all places

is the solitude of one s own room.

I should not say any thing against a society

organized for the translation and publication of the

whole of Shakespeare s plays,
---for example. But

translation is a practical matter--not original work,

nor even literary study in the highest sense.

Even in the matter of making a dictionary, no

society, however, can equal the work of the solitary

scholar. The whole French Academy could not produce

a dictionary such as Littre^ 15
produced by himself.

I have said that I think these Japanese socieiies

mean a mischievous waste of time. Think of the young

scholars who go from Japan to Europe for higher study.

They are trained by the most learned professors in the

world,--they are prepared in every way to become

creators, original thinkers, literary producers. And when

they return to Japan, instead of being encouraged to

work, they are asked to waste their time in societies, to

i. Maximilian Paul Emile Littre (18011881)
lS63 * o 72 S-erc
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attend banquets, to edit magazines, to deliver addresses,

to give lectures free of charge, to correct manuscripts,

to do everything which can possibly be imagined to

prevent them from working. They cannot do anything ;

they are not allowed to do anything ;
their learning and

their lives are made barren. They are treated, not like

human beings with rights, but like machines to be

used, and brutally used, and worn out as soon as

possible.

While this rage for wasting time in societies goes

on there will be no new Japanese literature, no new

drama, no new poetry nothing good of any kind.

Production will be made impossible and only the

commonplace translation of foreign ideas. The meaning

of time, the meaning of work, the sacredness of literature

are unknown to this generation.

And what is the use of founding a new journal ?

There are too many journals now. You can publish

whatever you want without founding a journal. If you

found a journal, you will bs obliged to write for it quickly

and badly ; and you know that good literary work

cannot be done quickly, cannot be made to order

within a fixed time. A new journal unless you

choose to be a journalist, and nothing but a journalist

would mean not only waste of time, but waste of

money.
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I am speaking in this way, because I think that

literature is a very serious and sacred thing not an

amusement, not a thing to trifle and play with.

Handicapped
(1) as you now are,- with an

enormous number of class-hours, you cannot attempt

any literature work at all, without risking your health

and injuring your brains. It is much more important

that you should try to get a position allowing you

more leisure.

And finally, I have small sympathy with the mere

study of English literature by Japanese students and

scholars. I should infinitely prefer to hear of new

studies in Japanese literature. Except with the sole

purpose of making a new Japanese literature, I do not

sympathize with English or French or German studies.

There is my opinion for you. I hope you will

think about it, even if you do not like it. Work

with a crowd, and you will never do anything great.

Many years ago, I advised you to take up a

scientific study. It would have given you more leisure

for literary work. You would not. You will have

future reason to regret this. But if you want advice

again, here it is : Don t belong to societies, dont write
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anything that comes into your head, &amp;lt;& / waste the

poor little time you have. Take literature seriously,

or leave it alone.

Yours very truly,

Y. Koizumi

To Yasuk6chi(1)

Tokyo, November, 1901.

Dear Mr. Yasukochi, Not the least of my

pleasure in looking at the fine photograph, so kindly

sent to my little son, was in observing how very well

and strong you appear to be. Let me also have the

privilege of thanking you though my boy, of course,

sends his small recognition of the favour.

Your letter of September 3d interested me very

much
;

for I had not heard anything about you at all

since the last visit you made to my little house in

Tomihisa-cho. For example, I had not heard of your

going to Kumamoto Ken ; and although I often

wondered about you, I knew nobody who could inform

me. (I had, indeed, one Kumamoto pupil, Mr.

Goshc3 ;
(2) but I quite forgot about his having been in
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rny class at Kumamoto, until he came to see me after

graduating to say good-bye.) The experience of

army-life which you have had must have been somewhat

hard as discipline ;
but I imagine that, after all those

years of severe study and mental responsibility, the

change to another and physical discipline must have

been good from the point of health. I think that it

probably made you stronger ;
and I am glad you were

in the artillery-corps, where one has an opportunity

to learn so many things of lasting value. But I trust

that many years will elapse before Japan again needs

your service in a military capacity.

It was kind of you to remember Niimi. A curious

thing happened after the last time we saw him. One

in my household dreamed that he came back, in his

uniform, looking very pale, and speaking of a matter

concerning his family. The next day, the papers began

to print the first accounts of the ship being missing.

The coincidence was curious. The matter of which

he seemed to have spoken was looked after, as he

would have wished.

I have no doubt at all of good things to come

for you, if you keep as strong as your picture now

proves you to be. The rest will be, I think, only a

question of time and patience. I look forward with

pleasure to the probability of seeing you again. ( Except
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that I have got greyer, I fear you will find me the

same as of old, somewhat queer, etc.) I have been

working very steadily, rather than hard
;

but by

systematically doing just exactly so much every day,

neither more nor less, I find that I am able to do a

good deal in the course of a year. I mean
&quot;good

deal&quot; in the sense of
&quot;quantity&quot;

the quality, of

course, depends upon circumstances rather than effort.

Thanks, again, for your kindness in sending the

photograph, and for the pleasant letter about yourself.

May all good fortune be yours is the earnest wish of

Y. Koizumi.

To Dr. and Mrs. Yrjo Hirn(1
&amp;gt;

Toky5, May, 1902,

Dear Friends, 1 am a little disappointed in

being able to send you to-day only
&quot; Kokoro

&quot;

and

&quot;

Gleanings in Buddha-Fields &quot;- these being the only

books of mine, not in your possession, that I could lay

hands on. However, they are the best of the earlier lot ;

and I imagine that you will be interested especially in

[!] i. 5fc *fi Sweden, Stockholm
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the latter. Japan is changing so quickly that already

some of the essays in
&quot; Kokoro

&quot;

such as the

&quot;Genius of Japanese Civilization&quot; have become

out-of-date. By the way, have you seen Bellesort s(1)

&quot; La Societe Japonaise ?
&quot;

a wonderful book, consider

ing that its author passed only about six months in

Japan !

A few days ago I had the delightful surprise of

your album-gift : I have lived in Finland ! It is very

strange that some of the pictures are exactly what I

dreamed of after reading
&quot;

Kalewala.&quot;C2) In fact, the

book illustrates the *Kalewala&quot; forme: even the weird

expression in the eyes of the old Kantele(3)
-singers seems

to be familiar. Of course, the views of city streets and

splendid buildings were all surprises and revelations ;

but the hills and woods and lakes looked like the

Finland of my reveries. Of all the views, that of

Tmatia(4) seemed to me most like the scenery of the

Runoiac6)
: there was something in it of deja vu, most

ghostly, that gave me particular delight. My affectionate

thanks to you both. I shall ever treasure the book and

remember the kind givers.

Lafcadio Hearn

CM] i. BAeJaMkft. 2 - Kaicwaia

o 3- ^4JBEK53#W* 4 5

tf^ Ka ewala
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To Yrjo Him

Yaidzu, August, 1902.

Dear Professor, Your kind letter of July 2oth

is with me

I am so glad to hear that you are not likely to be

obliged to leave Europe. It is perhaps the greatest

possible misfortune for a man of culture to find himself

obliged to withdraw from intellectual centres to a new

raw country, where the higher mental life is still

imperfectly understood. There are certain compensa

tions, indeed, such as larger freedom, and release

from useless conventions, but these do not fully make up

for the sterility of that American atmosphere in which

the more delicate flowers of thought refuse to grow. I

am delighted to think of your prospective pleasure in

the Italian paradise.

I am writing to you from the little fishing-village

of Yaidzu where there are no tables or chairs.

Bellesort s book is a surprisingly good book in its

way. It describes only the disintegration of Japanese

society under the contact of Western ideas the

social putrefaction, the degringolade of things. As a

book dealing with this single unpleasant phase of

Japanese existence, it is a very powerful book ;
and
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there are some touching pages in it. It was I who

gave Bellesort the story of the little boy who committed

suicide when falsely accused of stealing a cake, and

he made good use of it I don t think that he is

able to see the beautiful out of conventional limits ; and

he mostly confines himself to the directions in which he

is strong. . I am inclined to believe that his sympathies

are clerical that he presents Bruneti^re(1) and the

Jesuit side of things. However, his book is the best

thing of its kind yet produced the critical kind.

It requires a special nervous structure, like that of Pierre

Loti,
C2) to see the strange beauty of Japan. Let me,

however, advise you to read many times the charming

book of the American, Percival Lowell, (3)
&quot;The

Soul of the Far East.&quot; It is strange that Lowell should

have written the very best book in the English language

on the old Japanese life and character, and the most

startling astronomical book of the period,
-&quot; Mars/

more interesting than any romance

Lafcadio Hearn.

906) 2.

o *0 Madame Chrysantheme K
o (1850 ) 3- Lowell (1855-)
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To Mrs. Wetmore

Tokyo, January, 1903.

Dear Mrs. Wetmore, It was a shock to receive

your beautiful letter, because I had waited so long and

anxiously, fearing that the last gleam of hope in my
Eastern horizon had been extinguished. It would be of

no use whatever to tell you half my doubts and fears

they made the coming of your letter an almost

terrible event.

Well, what you say about my work (always seizing

upon the best in it, and showing such penetrant

sympathy with its effort or aim) counts for more than

a myriad printed criticisms.

My bqy is accustomed to kissing -from his father

only, who always so dismisses him at bed-time
;
and he

understands very well the charm of Lady Elizabeth s

sweet message, after hearing from me what the privilege

signifies. But I have fairly given up the idea of taking

him with me to America for the present. The risk is

too great. I must try to make a nest for him first, and

be sure of keeping alive myself.

In the mean time,
(1) I have been treated very
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cruelly by the Japanese government, and forced out ol

the service by intrigues,
&amp;gt; in spite of protests from

the press, and from my students, who stood by
(2) me

as long as they dared. To make matters worse, I fell

sick ; 1 have been sick for months. Abcut three

weeks ago, I burst a blood-vessel, and I am not al

lowed to talk. So I fear that the Iecture-businessc3) is

out of the question ;
and I am not altogether sorry,

because I do not know enough about the subject. I

would wish never again to write a line about any

Japanese subjects : all my work has only resulted in

making for me implacable enemies.

The problem with me now is simply how I shall

be able to live, and support my family. I must try to

do something in America, where the winter will not

kill me off in a hurry. Literary work is over. When

one has to meet the riddle of how to live there must

be an end of revery and dreaming and all literary

&quot;

labour-of-love/ &amp;gt;(:4:) It pays not at all. A book brings

me in about $300, after two years waiting. My last

payment on four books (for six months) was $44. Also,

in rny case, good work is a matter of nervous condition.

I can t find the conditions while having to think about

home with that fear, for others which is
&quot; the most

soul-satisfying
&quot;

of fears, according to Rudyard Kipling.
C6)

. 2. to stand by
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However, we are all right for the time being ;
and I

can provide for the home before I go.

Thank you for telling me the name of your book.

I had hard work to get your little volume of travel when

it came out : ages pass here before an &quot; ordered
&quot;

book

comes. But in America I can keep track of you. I

want very much to see your book. It will either tell

me very, very much about you or it will tell me

nothing of you, and therefore have the charm of the

Unknowable. Oh ! do read the divine Loti s
&quot; L/Inde

sans les Anglais !
&quot;^ No mortal critic not even Jules

Lemaltrec2) or Anatole France(3) can explain that

ineffable and superhuman charm. I hope you will have

everything of Loti s. Sometime ago, when I was

afraid that I might die, one of my prospective regrets

was that I might not be able to read &quot; L Inde sans les

Anglais,&quot;

Much I should wish to see you in Japan but

human wishes !... .Yet I think I could make you feel

pleased for a little while- though our cooking be of

the simplest. My little wife knows your face so well

(1853 ) 3-

(1844 ) 0A&amp;lt;P/h!&amp;lt;&amp;gt;
Le Crime de Sylvestre Bonnard
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your picture hangs now in her room. We have a

garden, and a bamboo grove.

Now you must be tired reading me. As soon as

I can feel well, I shall go to some fishing- village with

my boy ; and, if lucky, perhaps I shall leave for

America in the fall. But nothing is yet certain.

With all grateful thought from

Lafcadio Hearn.

To Mrs. Wetmore

Tokyo, 1903.

Dear Mrs. Wetmore, Your letter from Virginia^
15

came, and made fires of hope burn up again, with

changing vague colours, like the tints of a. fire of

wreck-drift remembrance from the snowy winter of

i889.
(2) It has given me a great deal to think about

not merely as regards myself, but also as regards

another and very dear person^

I am delighted to read President Jordan s(4) kind

words. I shall write him a letter to-day, or to-morrow,

enclosing it to you. From Johns Hopkins(5) I have a

ft o 4- iHf^F California Academy of Sciences
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reply, enclosed,-which does not promise much. I

shall see what can be done there. But the Lowell

Institute affair promises better. As for President

Jordan, I should be glad to speak at Leland Stanford(1)

independently of salary, on the way going or coming
--could no other arrangement be made. It strikes me,

however, that there is danger of any and every arrange

ment being broken up. The power of certain religious

bodies is colossal. (2)

Spring would be the best time for me to go to

America, if I can get through the spider-web
(3) now

spun all around me. It would be the best time,

because those lectures are taking handsome shape,

towards a volume of 500 to 600 pp.; and it were a pity

to leave anything unfinished before I go. Spring again

would be the best time, because I am not yet so strong

that I can face a down-East^ winter without some

preparation. Spring would be the best time, because my
fourth child is coming into the world. Spring would

be the best time, because I am getting out a new

book cfi:) of ghost-stories, and would like to read the

proofs here, in Japan. I think it were imprudent to go

before spring.

I * oflSffifc JH 3 ft L ft U o 4- New England jR^fc

(S) Jttfttlpt
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I have to think seriously about the money-question

at 53, with a large family. To go to America

alone means $ 500 U. S., and as much to return

that signifies 2000 yen ;
with which I can live in Japan

for two years. Then there are the necessary expenses

of living. To take my boy were a great risk. Had

the Japanese government been willing to pay me the

vacation money^ they morally owed me (about 5600

yen), I could have done it. (They told me that I

ought to be satisfied to live on rice, like a Japanese.)

Then I must be sure of being able to send money

home. At present there is no money certainly in sight.

But here I can live by my pen. Since I was driven

out of the university, I have not been obliged to drop

even one sen of my little hoard. The danger is the

risk to sight^
5 of incessant work ; but that danger

would exist anywhere, except perhaps in a very hot

country. And sooner or later the Government must

wake up to the fact that it was wicked to me.

To go to America with some sense of security would

be mental medicine ; and any success that I could achieve

there would make a good impression here with friends.

CiT] i.
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It would mean larger experience. It would mean also

an opportunity to enter some society that would protect

liberal opinions. I have not said much as to the

pleasure I could look forward to- that goes without

saying. But I cannot be rash on the money-question,

or trust to my luck as in old days. To use a Japanese

expression,
&quot;

my body no longer belongs to me,&quot;
-and

I have had one physical warning.

Anxiety is a poison ; and I do not know how

much more of it I could stand. It was a friend s

treachery that broke me up recently ;
I worked hard

against the pain
-

only to find my mouth full of blood.

With a boy on my hands, in a far-away city, and no

certainties, I don t know that being brave would serve

me much--the bodily machine has been so much

strained here.

With a clear certainty ahead of being able to make

some money, I could go, do good things, and return

to Japan to write more books,--perhaps to receive

justice also. In a few years more my boy will be

strong enough to study abroad.

Very true what you say
--no one can save him

but himself, and unfortunately, though the oldest, he is

my Benjamin/
15

. My second boy
(2) is at school, captain

Kfc] I. |fli&8BH+2L$K:.Bi Jacob fc^KT. v&amp;gt; h
ft 9 to *frfr t&amp;gt; tT the youngest, the pet OJtUXtJl 9
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of his class, trusted to protect smaller boys. My eldest,

taught only at home, between his father s knees, is every

thing that a girl might: be, that man should not be,

except as to bodily strength, sensitive, loving pretty

things, hurt by a word, always meditating about

something yet not showing any great capacity. I

taught him to swim, and make him practise gymnastics

every day ;
but the spirit of him is altogether too

gentle. A being entirely innocent of evil what chance

for him in such a world as Japan? Do you know that

terribly pathetic poem of Robert Bridges
cl)

&quot;Pater

Filio
&quot;

?&amp;lt;

2)

That reminds me to tell you of some obligations.

You are never tired of telling me that I have been

able to give you some literary pleasure. How many

things did you not teach me during those evening

chats in New York ? It was you that first introduced

me to the genius of Rudyard Kipling ; and I have ever

since remained a fervent worshipper. It was you who

taught me to see the beauty of FitzGerald s (3)

translation, by quoting for me the stanza about the

Moving Finger. And it was you who made me

understand the extraordinary quaint charm of Ingelow s(4)

i. Robert Bridges (i 844 ) p^: ff &amp;lt;Dft L ? 3fc

Father to the Son fc 9 3. flfcjjjflhjp \ Omar Khay-

A (i8o9-ib83) e 4- %ao^A^ hR^ (1820-1897).
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&quot;

High Tide
&quot;

since expounded to many a Japanese

literary class

Bui this is too long a letter from

Lafcadio Hearn.

To Mrs. Wetmore

Tokyo, 1903.

Dear Mrs. Wetmore,---....I am getting quite

strong, and hope soon to be strong, or nearly as strong,

as before. The bleeding was from a bronchial tube,

so I have to be careful about getting cold. But

my lungs are quite sound. For the sake of the lectures,

it is better that I should wait a little longer in Japan.

Most of them have been written twice ; but I must

write them all once more--to polish them. They will

form a book, explaining Japan from the standpoint of

ancestor-worship. They are suited only to a cultivated

audience. If never delivered, they will still make a

good book. cl) The whole study is based upon the

ancient religion. I have also something to say about

your proposed
&quot;

Juvenilia.
&quot;

(2)

[ft]

Japan: An Attempt at Interpretation (1904) ft p 2. Youthiul

productions.
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I think this would be possible :

To include in one volume under the title of
&quot;Juvenilia

(i) the translations from Theophile Gautier, revised
;

(2) &quot;Some Chinese Ghosts;&quot; (3) miscellaneous essays

and sketches upon Oriental subjects, formerly contributed

to the T. D.
;
(1)

(4) miscellaneous sketches on Southern

subjects, two or three, and fantasies, with a few

verses thrown in.

For this I should need to have the French texts to

revise, etc. Perhaps I shall be able to make the

arrangement, and so please you. But I badly need

help in the direction of good opinion among people of

power. The prospect of &quot;

nothing
&quot;

in America is

frightening. I should be glad to try England ;
but

scholars are there plentiful as little fleas in Florida ;

and the power of convention has the force of an

earthquake. When one s own adopted country goes

back on one there is small chance at the age of

fifty-three.

Ever most gratefully,

L. H.

i. New Orleans Times-Democrat
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To Mrs. Him

July, 1903.
.

^ *^.-$-

Dear Mrs. Him, Your very kind letter from

Italy is with me. I am sorry to know that you have

met with so painful a trial since I last wrote to you.

Indeed, I hope you will believe that I am sincerely

and sympathetically interested in the personal happiness

or sorrow of any who wish me well, and you need

never suppose me indifferent to the affairs of which

you speak so unselfishly and so touchingly.

By this time, no doubt, you will have seen much

of the fairest land(1) of Europe, and will scarcely know

what to do with the multitude of new impressions

crowding in memory for special recognition. Perhaps

Italy will tempt you to do something more than

translate : one who becomes soul-steeped in that golden

air ought to feel sooner or later the impulse to create.

I wish I could find my way to Italy : when a child I

spoke only Italian, and Romaic. Both are now for

gotten.

1 hanks for the magazine so kindly sent me, and

thanks for your explanation of that rendering of &quot;

ewigt
&quot;
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as signifying endlessness in space as well as time.

That, indeed, settles the matter about which I was in

doubt.

It is a pleasure to know that you received
&quot;

Kotto,&quot;

and liked some things in it. I thought your list of

selections for translation very nice, with one-

exception.
&quot; The Genius of Japanese Civilization

&quot;

is a

failure. I thought that it was true when I wrote it
;

but already Japan has become considerably changed, and

a later study of ancient social conditions has proved to

me that I made some very serious sociological errors in

that paper. For example, in feudal times, up to the

middle of the last century, there was really no pos

sibility of travelling (for common people at least)

in Japan. Iron law and custom fettered men to the

soil, like the serfs . of mediaeval Europe. My paper,

unfortunately, implied the reverse. And that , part of

the paper relating to the travelling of Japanese common

people is hopelessly wrong as regards the past. As

regards the present, it requires modification.

Your remark about the hard touch in Bellesort s

book is very just .... He was accompanied by his wife,

born in Persia, and able to talk Persian. She was

keener even than he, a very clever silent woman,

attractive than sympathetic. . . . Bellesort has been travel

ling a great deal
; and &quot; La Societe Japonaise

&quot;

is his
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best volume of travel, His book on South America is

cruel.

I am not sure whether you would care for Nitobes

book &quot; Bushido
&quot;

a very small volume, or rather

treatise upon the morale of Samurai education. From

a literary standpoint it would not tempt you : it is

only a kind of
apology.&quot; But it is to some extent

instructive. . . .

I suppose that Dr. Him will meet Domenico

Comparetti(i:)
,
the author of The Traditional Poetry of

the Finns.&quot; I gave a lecture lately on the poetical

values of the &quot;

Kalewala&quot;, and I found that book of

great use to me.

Please excuse my loquacity, and let me wish you

and the doctor every happiness and success. Perhaps I

shall write you again from America. Only the gods

know. *

Sincerely yours,

Lafcadio Hearn.

Ctfc] i. tttftJbJUtllt
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To Mrs. Wetmore.

Tokyo, 1903.

Dear Mrs. Wetmore,--1 have your kindest note

of June 1 6th, and am returning, with unspeakable

thanks, the letters forwarded. I have written also to

President Remsencl) and to President
Taylor&amp;lt;

2)
,
as you

wished me to do, directly.

You will be glad to hear that I am almost strong

again ;
but I fear that I shall never be strong enough

to lecture before a general public. Before a university

audience I could do something, I believe
;

but the

strain of speaking in a theatre would be rather trying.

The great and devouring anxiety is for some regular

employ-something that will assure me the means to

live. With that certainty, I can do much. Lecturing

will, I fear, be at best a most hazardous means oi

living. But it may help ^me to something permanent.

I have now nearly completed twenty-one lectures : they

will form eventually a serious work (3:&amp;gt; upon Japan,

entirely unlike anything yet written. The substantial

idea of the lectures is that Japanese society represents

the condition of ancient Greek Society a thousand years

5 L I fc &amp;gt;J o
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before Christ. I am treating of religious Japan, not

of artistic or economical Japan, except by way of

illustration. Lowell s
&quot; Soul of the Far East

&quot;

is the

only book of the kind in English ; but I have taken a

totally different view of the causes and the evolution of

things.

I am worried about my boy how to save him out

of this strange world of cruelty and intrigue. And I

dream of old ugly things- things that happened long

ago. I am alone in an American city ; and I have only

ten cents in my pocket, and to send off a letter that I

must send will take three cents. That leaves me seven

cents for the day s food. Now, I am not hard up, by any

means : I can wait another six months in Japan without

anxiety. But the horror of being without employ in

an American city appals me because I remember.

All of which is written in haste to catch the mail.

How good you are ! I ought not to tell you of any

troubles of mine but if I could not, what would

have happened me ?

Lafcadio Hearn.
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To Mrs. Wetmore

Tokyo, October, 1903.

Dear Mrs. Wetmore, 1 have had a charming

letter from Vassar,
cl)

indicating that the president

must be a charming person.

I have also which suprised me the most

generous of letters from Sir William Van Home,

President of the C. P. R. R.,
(2)

agreeing to furnish me

with means of transportation, both ways, to Montreal ^

and back to Japan. I shall have to do some writing,

probably ;
but that is a great chance, and I am grateful.

French friends have taken up the cudgels for me

against the Japanese Government unknown friends.

The Aurore^ had a 2-col.(5) article entitled Ingratitude

Nalivnale&quot; which somebody sent me from Italy. I am

too much praised ;
but the reproach to Japan is likely

to do me good. For I have really been badly treated,

and the Government ought to be made ashamed.

I am nearly quite well, though not quite as strong

as I should wish. My lectures, recast into chapters,

i. New York, Poughkeepsie

2. C. P. R. R. ft Canadian Pacific Railroad O|B^^ ^^O R.

. P. R. -f 5^-iifrUo (3)

4- &Pi^*ceffiifll. 5- column J||% V .
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will form a rather queer book perhaps make a quite

novel impression.

I have a little daughter ; and all that anxiety is

past. (If I could only get quite strong, I could make

a good fight for myself later on.) Anyhow, I see no

great difficulty about an American trip, once the sharp

cold is over
;

and I think you will be glacl of this

note from your troublesome but always grateful.

Lafcadio Hearn

To Tanabe(1)

Tokyo, January, 1904.

Dear Mr. Tanabe,-1 received your kind New

Year s greeting, and your good letter ; and if I have

delayed so long in replying, it has been only because,

for some weeks past, 1 have not had five minutes to

spare.

I was much touched by the sad news about your

little girl,
-and 1 can understand all that one does

not write about such matters. Some nine years ago, I

very nearly lost my little boy : we sat up with him

A
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night after night for weeks, always dreading that he

was to be taken from us. Fortunately he was

saved
;

but the pain of such an experience is not

easily forgotten. . As a general rule, the first child born

to young parents is difficult to bring up. With the

next, it is very different
; perhaps you will be more

fortunate later on. One has to be brave about such

matters. When Goethe was told of the death of his

only son, he exclaimed :

&quot; Forward over the dead !

&quot;

and sat down to write, though the blow must have been

terrible to him, for he was a loving father.

I suppose that Mr. Ibaraki^ will soon be coming

back to Japan. He deserves much success and praise ;

for he had great obstacles to overcome as a student,

and triumphed over them. I do not know who told

him that I was going to England ;
but several persons

were so incorrectly informed. Whether I shall

go or not remains for the present undecided.

Of course the real philosophy of &quot; Undine
&quot;

(2) is

the development of what Germans call
&quot;

the Mother

Soul
&quot;

in a young girl. By marriage and maternity

certain beautiful qualities of character are suddenly

2. Friedrich Fouque (17771843)
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evolved, which had remained invisible before. The

book is a parable that is why it has become a

world-classic.

What you tell me about your reading puzzles me

a little. One must read, I suppose, whatever one can

get in the way of English books at Kanaza\va. ci)
Still

if my advice be worth anything, I should especially

recommend you to avoid most of the current novel

literature except as mere amusement. The lasting

books are few ; but one can read them over so many

times, with fresh pleasure every time. I should think,

however, that Stevenson would both please and profit

you, the last of the great nineteenth-century story

tellers.

May all happiness and success come to you is the

sincere wish of

Y. Koizumi.

To Earnest Crosby

Tokyo, August, 1904.

Dear Mr. Crosby, A namesake of yours, a

young lieutenant in the United States Army, first taught
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me, about twenty years ago, how to study Herbert

Spencer. To that Crosby I shall always feel a very

reverence of gratitude ; and I shall always find myself

inclined to seek the good opinion of any man bearing

the name of Crosby.

I received recently a copy of The Whim^ contain

ing some strictures upon the use of the word

&quot;

regeneration,&quot; in one of my articles, as applied to the

invigorating and developing effects of militancy in the

history of human societies. I am inclined to agree with

you that the word was ill-chosen
;

but it seems to me

that your general attitude upon the matter is not

in accordance with evolutional truth. Allow me to

quote from Spencer :

&quot; The successive improvements of the organs of

sense and motion, and of the internal coordinating

apparatus, which uses them, have indirectly resulted

from the antagonisms and competitions of organisms

with one another. A parallel truth is disclosed on

watching how there evolves the regulating system of a

political aggregate, and how there are developed those

appliances for offence and defence put in action by it.

Everywhere the wars between societies originate govern

mental structures, and are causes of all such improve

ments in these structures as increase the efficiency of

corporate action against environing societies.&quot;
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The history of social evolution, I think, amply

proves that the higher conditions of civilization have

been reached, and could have been reached, only

through the discipline of militancy. Until human

nature becomes much more developed than it is now,

and the sympathies incomparably more evolved, wars

will probably continue ; and however much we may

detest and condemn war as moral crime, it will be

scarcely reasonable to declare that its results are purely

evil, certainly not more reasonable than to assert

that to knock down a robber is equally injurious to the

moral feelings of the robber and to the personal interest

of the striker. As for
&quot;

regeneration
&quot;

the Reforma

tion, the development of European Protestantism and of

intellectual liberty, the French Revolution, the Independ

ence of the United States (to mention only a few

instances of progress), were rendered possible only by

war. As for Japan immediately after her social

organization had been dislocated by outside pressure,

and at a time when serious disintegrations seemed

likely, the results of the war with China were

certainly invigorating. National self-confidence was

strengthened, national discords extinguished, social

disintegration checked, the sentiment of patriotism

immensely developed. To understand these things, of

course, it is necessary to understand the Japanese social
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organization. What holds true of one form of society,

as regards the evil of war, does not necessarily hold

true of another.

Yours faithfully,

Lafcadio Hearn.

I have reopened the envelope to acknowledge your

interesting sketch of Edward Carpenter. .. .What an

attractive personality.

But I fear that I must shock you by my declaration

of non-sympathy with much of the work of contem

porary would-by reformers. They are toiling for

socialism : and socialism will come. It will come very

quietly and gently, and tighten about nations as lightly

as a spider s web ;
and then there will be revolutions !

Not sympathy and fraternity and justice but a

Terror in which no man will dare to lift his voice.

No higher condition of human freedom ever existed

than what America enjoyed between let us say, 1870

and 1885. To effect higher conditions, a higher

development of human nature would have been neces

sary. Where have American liberties now gone ? A free

press has ceased to exist. Within another generation

publishers syndicates will decide what the public shall

be allowed to read. A man can still print his thoughts

in a book, though not in any periodical of influence ;

within another twenty years he will write only what he
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is told to write. It is a pleasure to read the brave

good things sometimes uttered in prints like the

Conservator or The Whim ; but those papers are but the

candlesticks in which free thought now makes its last

flickering. In the so-called land of freedom men and

women are burnt at the stake in the presence of

Christian churches for the crime of belonging to

another race. The stake reestablished for the vengeance

of race-hatred to-day, may to-morrow be maintained

for the vengeance of religious hate mocking itself, of

course, under some guise of moral zeal. Competition

will soon be a thing of the past ; and the future will be

to your stock-companies, trusts, and syndicates. The

rule of the many will be about as merciful as a

calculating-machine, and as moral as a lawn-mower.

What socialism means really no one seems to know or

care. It will mean the most insufferable oppression

that ever weighed upon mankind.

Here are gloomy thoughts for you ! You see that

I cannot sympathize with the Whitmanesque ideal of

democracy. That ideal was the heart-felt express-ion of

a free state that has gone by. It was in itself a

generous dream. But social tendencies, inevitable and

irresistible, are now impelling the dreamers to self-

destruction. The pleasure that in other times one could

find in the literature of humanity, of brotherhood, of
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pity, is numbed to-day by perception of the irresistible

drift of things.

Ever faithfully yours,

L. Hearn.

To H. Fujisaki

September 26, 1904.

Dear Captain, Your most welcome letter reached

us to-day. It was a great pleasure to receive it, and

to know that you are well and strong. You have often

been in my thoughts and dreams. And, of course, we

have been anxious about you. But the gods seem to

be taking good care of you ;
and your position is, from

our point of view, supremely fortunate. That a bright

future is before you, I cannot doubt, in spite of the

chances of war.

As you see the papers here, it will not be

worth while to send you any general news. As for

local news, things are very quiet, just as when you

were here. But many men of Okubo-mura have been

summoned to the front. Nearly all the young gardeners,

fruit-sellers, Kurumaya, etc., have been called. So the

district is, perhaps, a little more lonesome. We had

regiments stationed here for a while. When the soldiers
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were going away, they gave toys to the children of the

neighbourhood. To Kazuo they gave a little clay-model

of a Russian soldier s head, and one Slid :

&quot; When we

come back, we will bring you a real one.&quot; We prize

that funny little gift, as a souvenir of the giver and the

time.

Summer was dry, hot, and bright -we had very

little rain after July. But during July, the early

part, it used to rain irregularly, in a strange way ;

and with the rain there was much lightning.

Several persons in Tokyo were killed by the lightning.

I imagined that the war had something to do with the

disturbed state of the atmosphere After a heavy rain

we generally had the news of a victory ; so, when

it began to rain hard, I used to say,
&quot; Ah ! the

Russians are in trouble again !

&quot;

We went to Yaidzu for about twenty days, and

got strong and brown. Iwao was positively black when

he returned. He learned to swim a little, and was able

. to cross the river on his back where it was quite

deep ; -but the sea was rather too rough for him.

We found that seventeen men of Yaidzu had been

summoned to the war, including several pleasant

acquaintances.

Your good mother writes to us ; and all your

house-hold seem to be as well and as happly as could
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be expected, considering the natural anxieties of the

war. Even for me, a stranger, the war has been

trying ;
it was a long time before I could get used to

the calling of newspaper-lads, selling extras (gogwai),

But the people of Tokyo have been very cheerful and

brave. Nobody seems to have any doubt as to the

results of the campaign.

I am still hoping to see you next spring, or at

latest in summer. For this hope, however, I have no

foundation beyond the idea that Russia will probably

find, before long, that she must think of something else

besides fighting with Japan. The commercial powers of

the world are disturbed by her aggression ;
and industrial

power, after all, is much more heavy than all the

artillery of the Czar. Whatever foreign sympathy really

exists is with Japan. In any event Russia must lose

Manchuria, I fancy.

What strange and unimagined experiences you

must have been passing through. Since the time

of the great war between France and Germany,

there were never such forces opposed to each other as

those that met at Liaoyang. It seems to me a

wonderful thing that I am able to send a letter to the

place of so vast a contest.

I shall try to send you something to read of the

kind you mention. My boys are writing to you
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Kazuo in English ; Iwao in his native language. May

all good fortune be with you is the sincere wish of

vour friend,

Y. Koizumi.
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A Letter from Japan

Tokyo, August i, 1904.

Here, in this quiet suburb, where the green peace

is broken only by the voices of children at play and

the shrilling of cicadae, it is difficult to imagine that,

a few hundred miles away, there is being carried on

one of the most tremendous wars of modern times,

between armies aggregating more than half a million of

men, or that, on the intervening sea, a hundred ships

of war have been battling. This contest, between the

mightiest of Western powers and a people that began to

study Western science only within the recollection of

many persons still in vigorous life, is, on one side at

least, a struggle for national existence. It was inevitable,

this struggle, might perhaps have been delayed, but

certainly not averted. Japan has boldly challenged an

empire capable of threatening simultaneously the East

and the West, a mediaeval power that, unless

vigorously checked, seems destined to absorb Scandinavia

and to dominate China. For all industrial civilization

the contest is one of vast moment
;

O) for Japan it is

probably the supreme crisis in her national life. As to

what her fleets and her armies have been doing, the
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world is fully informed
;
but as to what her people are

doing at home, little has been written.

To inexperienced observation they would appear to

be doing nothing unusual
;

and this strange calm is

worthy of record. At the beginning of hostilities an

Imperial mandate was issued, bidding all non-combatants

to pursue their avocations as usual, and to trouble

themselves as little as possible about exterior events
;

and this command has been obeyed to the letter. (1)

It would be natural to suppose that all the sacrifices,

tragedies, and uncertainties of the contest had thrown

their gloom over the lite of the capital in especial ;
but

there is really nothing whatever to indicate a condition

of anxiety or depression. On the contrary, one is

astonished by the joyous tone of public confidence, and

the admirably restrained pride of the nation in its

victories. Western tides have strewn the coast with

Japanese corpses ; regiments have been blown out of

existence in the storming of positions defended by

wire-entanglements ; battleships have been lost : yet at

no moment has there been the least public excitement.

The people are following their daily occupations just as

they did before the war ;
the cheery aspect of things is

just the same
;

the theatres and flower displays are not

the less well patronized. The life of Tokyo has been.

CIO i. -W-IS, 3t&m D c





to outward seeming, hardly more affected by the events

of the war than the life of nature beyond it, where the

flowers are blooming and the butterflies hovering as

in other summers. Except after the news oi some

great victory, celebrated with fireworks and lantern

processions, there are no signs of public emotion
;

and but for the frequent distribution of newspaper

extras, by runners ringing bells, you could almost

persuade yourself that the whole story of the war is an

evil dream.

Yet there has been, of necessity, a vast amount of

suffering viewless and voiceless suffering repressed

by that sense of social and patriotic duty jvhich is

Japanese religion. As a seventeen-syllable poem of the

hour tells us, the news of every victory must bring pain

as well as joy :

Gogwai no

Tabi teki mikata

Goke ga fue.

{Each time that an extra is exhibited the widows of

foes andfriends have increased, in multitude.
}

The great quiet and smiling tearlessness testify to

the more than Spartan discipline of the race. Anciently

the people were trained, not only to conceal their

emotions, but to speak in a cheerful voice and to show

a pleasant face under any stress of moral suffering ;
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and they are obedient to that teaching to-day. It would

still be thought a shame to betray personal sorrow for

the loss of
_

those who die for Emperor and fatherland.

The public seem to view the events of the war as they

would watch the scenes of a popular play. They are

interested without being excited
;
and their extraordinary^

pelf-control is particularly shown in various manifestations

^f*the &quot;Play-impulse.&quot; Everywhere the theatres are

producing war dramas (based upon actual fact); Hie

newspapers and magazines are publishing war stories

and novels
; the cinematograph exhibits the monstrous

methods of modern warfare; and numberless industries

are turning out objects of art or utility designed to

commemorate the Japanese triumphs.

But the present psychological condition, the cheer

ful r.nd even playful tone of public feeling, can be

indicated less by any general statement than by the

mention of ordinary facts, every-day matters recorded

in the writer s diary.

. Never before were the photographers so busy; it is

said that they have not been able to fulfill half of the

demands made upon them. The hundreds of thousands

of men sent to the war wished to leave photographs

with their families, and also to take with them portraits

of parents, children, and other beloved persons. The
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nation was being photographed during the past six

months.

A fact of sociological interest is that photography

has added something new to the poetry of the domestic

faith. From the time of its first introduction, photogra

phy became popular in Japan; and none of these

superstitions, which inspire fear of the camera among

less civilized races, offered any obstacle to the rapid

development of a new industry. It is true that there

exists some queer-folk beliefs about photographs,

ideas of mysterious relation between the sun-picture and

the person imaged. For example : if, in the photograph

of a group, one figure appear indistinct or blurred, that

is thought to be an omen of sickness or death. But

this superstition has its industrial value : it has compelled

photographers to be careful about their work,

especially in these days of war when everybody wants

to have a good clear portrait, because the portrait might

be needed for another purpose than preservation in an

album.

During the last twenty years there has gradually

come into existence the custom of placing the photo

graph of a dead parent, brother, husband, or child,

beside the mortuary tablet kept in the Buddhist

household shrine. For this reason, also, the departing
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soldier wishes to leave at home a good likeness of

himself.

The rites of domestic affection, in old samurai

families, are not confined to the cult of the dead. On

certain occasions, the picture of the absent parent,

husband, brother, or betrothed, is placed in the alcove

of the guest-room, and a feast laid out before it. The

photograph, in such cases, is fixed upon a 1 ttle stand

(dai] ; and the feast is served as if the person were

present. This pretty custom of preparing a meal for

the absent is probably more ancient than any art of

portraiture ; but the modern photograph adds to the

human poetry of the rite. In feudal time it was the

rule to set the repast facing the direction in which the

absent person had gone north, south, east, or west.

After a brief interval the covers of the vessels contain

ing the cooked food were lifted and examined. If the

lacquered inner surface was thickly beaded with vapor,

all was well; but if the surface was dry, that was an

omen of death, a sign that the disembodied spirit had

returned to absorb the essence of the offerings.

As might have been expected, in a country where

the
&quot;play-impulse&quot; is stronger, perhaps, than in any

other part of the world, the Zeitgeist found manifestation

in the flower displays of the year. I visited Uhose in
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my neighborhood, which is the Quarter of the Gardeners.

This quarter is famous for its azaleas (tsuisuji) ;
and

every spring the azalea gardens attract thousands of

visitors, not only by the wonderful exhibition then

made of shrubs which look like solid masses of blossom

(ranging up from snowy white, through all shades of

pink, to a flamboyant purple) but also by displays of

effigies : groups of figures ingeniously formed with living

leaves and flowers. These figures, life-size, usually

represent tamous incidents of history or drama. In many

cases though not in all the bodies and the

costumes are composed of foliage and flowers trained

to grow about a framework ;
while the faces, feet, and

hands are represented by some kind of flesh-colored

composition.

This year, however, a majority of the displays

represented scenes of the war, such as an engage

ment between Japanese infantry and mounted Cossacks,

a night attack by torpedo boats, the sinking of a

battleship. In the last-mentioned display, Russian

bluejackets appeared, swimming for their lives in a

rough sea; the pasteboard waves and the swimming

figures being made to rise and fall by the pulling of a

string ; while the crackling of quick firing guns was

imitated by a mechanism contrived with sheets of zinc.

It is said that Admiral Togo sent to Tokyo for

some flowering- trees in pots inasmuch as his respon-
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sibilities allowed him no chance of seeing the cherry-

flowers and the plum-blossoms in their season,-and

that the gardeners responded even too generously.

Almost immediately after the beginning of hostili

ties, thousands of &quot; war pictures
&quot;---

mostly cheap

lithographs
-were published. The drawing and color

ing were better than those of the prints issued at the

time of the war with China
;
but the details were to a

great extent imaginary,
--

altogether imaginary as to the

appearance of Russian troops. Pictures of the engage

ments with the Russian fleet were effective, despite

some lurid exaggeration. The most startling things

were pictures of Russian defeats in Korea, published be

fore a single military engagement had taken place ;
-

the artist had &quot; flushed cl)
t:&amp;gt; anticipate the scene.&quot; In

these prints the Russians were depicted as fleeing in

utter rout, leaving their officers-very fine-looking

officers-dead upon the field ; while the Japanese

infantry, with dreadfully determined faces, were coming

up at a double. The propriety and the wisdom of

thus pictorially predicting victory, and easy victory to

boot,
C2)

, may be questioned. But I am told that the

custom of so doing is an old one ;
and it is thought

i. flushed = heated
;

excited. 2. Jtf^tfK:,, into the

bargain i |SJ C
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that to realize the common hope thus imaginatively is

lucky. At all events, there is no attempt at deception

in these pictorial undertakings ; they help to keep up

the public courage, and they ought to be pleasing to the

god

Some of the earlier pictures have now been realized

in grim fact. The victories in China had been similarly

foreshadowed : they amply justified the faith of the

artist To-day the war pictures continue to

multiply ;
but they have changed character. The

inexorable truth of the photograph, and the sketches of

the war correspondent, now bring all the vividness and

violence of fact to help the artist s imagination. There

was something nai ve and theatrical in the drawings of

anticipation ;
but the pictures of the hour represent the

most tragic reality, always becoming more terrible.

At this writing, Japan has yet lost no single battle
;

but not a few of her victories have been dearly won.

To enumerate even a tenth of the various articles

ornamented with designs inspired by the war articles

such as combs, clasps, fans, brooches, card-cases, purses

+ would require a volume. Even cakes and con

fectionery are stamped with naval or military designs ;

and the glass or paper windows of shops not to

mention the signboards have pictures of Japanese

victories painted upon them. At night the shop
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lanterns proclaim the pride of the nation in its fleets

and armies ; and a whole chapter might easily be written

about the new designs in transparencies and toy

lanterns. A new revolving lantern turned by the

air-current which its own flame creates -has become

very popular. It represents a charge of Japanese infantry

upon Russian defenses ; and holes pierced in the colored

paper, so as to produce a continuous vivid flashing

while the transparency revolves, suggest the exploding

of shells and the volleying of machine guns.

Some displays of the art-impulses, as inspired by

the war, have been made in directions entirely unfamiliar

to Western experience, in the manufacture, for

example, of women s hair ornamants and dress materials.

Dress goods decorated with war pictures have actually

become a fashion, especially crepe silks for under

wear, and figured silk linings for cloaks and sleeves.

More remarkable than these are the new hairpins ;

by hairpins I mean those long double-pronged ornaments

of flexible metal which are called Kanzashi, and are

more or less ornamented according to the a^
re of the

wearer. (The Kamashi made for young girls are highly

decorative
;

those worn by older folk aie plain, or

adorned only with a ball of coral or polished stone.)

The new hairpins might be called commemorative :

one, of which the decoration represents a British and a
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Japanese flag intercrossed, celebrates the Anglo-Japan

ese alliance ; another represents an officer s cap and

sword ;
and the best of all is surmounted by a tiny

metal model of a battleship. The battleship-pin is not

merely fantastic : it is actually pretty !

As might have been expected, military and naval

subjects occupy a large place among the year s designs

for toweling. The towel designs celebrating naval

victories have been particularly successful
; they are

mostly in white, on a blue ground ; or in black, on a

white ground. One of the best blue and white

represented only a flock of gulls wheeling about the

masthead of a sunken iron-clad, and, far away, the

silhouettes of Japanese battleships passing to the horizon

What especially struck me in this, and in

several other designs, was the original manner in which

the Japanese artist had seized upon the traits of the

modern battleship, the powerful and sinister lines of

its shape, just as he would have caught for us the

typical character of a beetle or a lobster. The lines

have been just enough exaggerated to convey, at one

glance, the real impression made by the aspect of these

iron monsters, a vague impression of bulk and force

and menace, very difficult to express by ordinary

methods of drawing.

Besides towels decorated with artistic sketches of
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this sort, there have been placed upon the market many

kinds of towels bearing comic war pictures, carica

tures or cartoons which are amusing without being

malignant. It will be remembered that at the time of

the first attack made upon the Port Arthur squadron,

several of the Russian officers were in the Dalny

theatre, never dreaming that the Japanese would

dare to strike the first blow. This incident has been

made the subject of a towel design. At one end of

the towel is a comic study of the faces of the Russians,

delightedly watching the gyrations of a ballet dancer.

At the other end is a study of the faces of the same

commanders when they find, on returning to the port,

only the masts of their battleships above water. Another

towel shows a processioi of fish in front of a surgeon s

office waiting their turns to be relieved of sundry

bayonets, swords, revolvers, and rifles, which have stuck

in their throats. A third towel picture represents a

Russian diver examining, with a prodigious magnifying-

glass, the holes made by torpedoes in the hull of a

sunken cruiser. Comic verses or legends, in cursive

text, are printed beside these pictures.

The great house of Mitsui, which placed the best

of these designs on the market, also produced some

beautiful souvenirs of the war, in the shape tffukusa.

(A fukusa is an ornamental silk covering, or wrapper,
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put over presents sent to friends on certain occasions,

and returned after the present has been received.) These

are made of the heaviest and costliest silk, and inclosed

within appropriately decorated covers. Upon one

fuhtsa is a colored picture of the cruisers Nisshin and

Kasuga, under full steam
;
and upon another has been

printed, in beautiful Chinese characters, the full text of

the Imperial Declaration of war.

But the strangest things that I have seen in this

lifle of production were silk dresses for baby girls,

figured stuffs which, when looked at from a little

distance, appeared incomparably pretty, owing to the

masterly juxtaposition of tints and colors. On closer

inspection the charming design proved to be composed

entirely of war pictures, or, rather, fragments of

pictures, blended into one astonishing combination :

naval battles ; burning warships ; submarine mines

exploding ; torpedo boats attacking ; charges of Cossacks

repulsed by Japanese infantry; artillery rushing into

position ; storming of forts ; long lines of soldiery

advancing through mist. Here were, colors of blood

and fire, tints of morning haze and evening glow, noon-

blue and starred night-purple, sea-gray and field-green,

most wonderful thing ! I suppose that the

child of a military or naval officer might, without
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propriety, be clad in such a robe. But then the

unspeakable pity of things !

The war toys are innumerable : I can attempt to

mention only a few of the more remarkable kinds.

Japanese children play many sorts of card games,

some of which are old, others quite new. There are

poetical card games, for example, played with a pack

of which each card bears the text of a poem, or part

of a poem ; and the player should be able to remember

the name of the author of any quotation in the set.

Then there are geographical card games, in which each

of the cards used bears the name, and perhaps a little

picture, of some famous site, town, or temple ;
and the

player should be able to remember the district and

province in which the mentioned place is situated.

The latest novelty in this line is a pack of cards with

pictures upon them of the Russian war vessels ; and the

player should be able to state what has become of

every vessel named, whether sunk, disabled, or

confined in Port Arthur.

There is another card game in which the battle

ships, cruisers, and torpedo craft of both Japan and

Russia are represented. The winner in its game

destroys his
&quot;

captures
&quot;

by tearing the cards taken.

But the shops keep packages of each class of warship
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cards in stock
;
and when all the destroyers or cruisers

of one country have been put hors de combat,^ the

defeated party can purchase new vessels abroad. One

torpedo boat costs about one farthing ;
c) but five torpedo

boats can be bought for a penny.

The toy-shops are crammed with models of battle

ships,
-in wood, clay, porcelain, lead, and tin,

-of

many sizes and prices. Some of the larger ones,

moved by clockwork, are named after Japanese bat

tleships : Shikishima, Fuji, Mikasa. One mechanical
&quot;

toy represents the sinking of a Russian vessel by a

Japanese torpedo boat. Among cheaper things of this

class is a box of colored sand, for the representation of

naval engagements. Children arrange the sand so as to

resemble waves
;
and with each box of sand are sold

two fleets of tiny leaden vessels. The Japanese ships

are white, and the Russian black
;

and explosions of

torpedoes are to be figured by small cuttings of

vermilion paper, planted in the sand.

The children of the poorest classes make their own

war toys ; and I have been wondering whether those

ancient feudal laws(3)
(translated by Professor Wigmore)/

4^

which fixed the cost and quality of toys to be given to

* l ]Or3 de combat = disabled. 2. penny &amp;lt;7) (?g ft t&amp;gt;

3- ^{Wft;fc?Mr^fiK#J^ t!3fiLft!J.
4. Job . Henry Wigmore (1863
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children, did not help to develop that ingenuity which

the little folk display. Recently I saw a group of

children in our neighborhood playing at the siege of

Port Arthur, with fleets improvised out of scraps of

wood and some rusty nails. A tub of water represented

Port Arthur. Battleships were figured by bits of plank,

into which chop-sticks had been fixed to represent masts,

and rolls of paper to represent fannels. Little flags, appro

priately colored, were fastened to the masts with rice

paste. Torpedo boats were imaged by splinters, into each

of which a short thick nail had been planted to indicate a

smokestack. Stationary submarine mines were represented

by small squares of wood, each having one long nail driven

into it ; and these little things, when dropped into water

with the nail-head downwards, would keep up a curious

bobbing motion for a long time. Other squares of wood,

having clusters of short nails driven into them, repre

sented floating mines : and the mimic battleships were

made to drag for these, with lines of thread. The

pictures in the Japanese papers had doubtless helped

the children to imagine the events of the war with

tolerable accuracy..

Naval caps for children have become, of course,

more in vogue than ever before. Some of the caps

bear, in Chinese characters of burnished metal, the name

of a battleship, or the words Nippon Teikoku (Empire
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of Japan), disposed like the characters upon the

cap of a blue-jacket. On some caps, however, the

ship s name appears in English letters, Yashima,

Fuji, etc.

The play-impulse, I had almost forgotten to say,

is shared by the soldiers themselves, though most

of those called to the front do not expect to return in

the body. They ask only to be remembered at the

Spirit- Invoking Shrine (Shokonsha), where the shades of

all who die for Emperor and country are believed to

gather. The men ofthe regiments temporarily quartered

in our suburb, on their way to the war, found time to

play at mimic war with the small folk of the neighbor

hood. (At all times Japanese soldiers are very kind to

children ;
and the children here march with them, join

in their military songs, and correctly salute their officers,

feeling sure that the gravest officer will return the

salute of a little child.) When the last regiment went

away, the men distributed toys among the children

assembled at the station to give them a parting cheer,

hairpins, with military symbols for ornament, to

the girls ; wooden infantry and tin civalry to the boys.

The oddest present was a small clay model of a

Russian soldier s head, presented with the jocose

promise : If we come back, we shall bring you some
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real ones.&quot; In the top of the head there is a small

wire loop, to which a rubber string can be attached.

At the time of the war with China, little clay models

of Chinese heads, with very long queues, were favorite

toys,

The war has also suggested a variety of new designs

for that charming object, the toko-niwa. Few of my
readers know what a toko-niwa, or

&quot;

alcove-garden&quot;, is.

It is a miniature garden perhaps less than two feet

square contrived within an ornamental shallow basin

of porcelain or other material, and placed in the alcove

of a guest-room by way of decoration. You may see

there a tiny pond ;
a streamlet crossed by humped

bridges of Chinese pattern ; dwarf trees forming a grove,

and shading the model of a Shinto temple ; imita.

tions in baked clay of stone lanterns, perhaps even

the appearance of a hamlet of thatched cottages. If

the toko-niwa be not too small, you may see real fish

swimming in the pond, or a pet tortoise crawling

among the rockwork. Sometimes the miniature garden

represents Horai, and the palace of the Dragon-King.

Two new varieties have come into fashion. One

is a model of Port Arthur, showing the harbor and

the forts ;
and with the materials for the display

there is sold a little map, showing how to place
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certain tiny battleships, representing the imprisoned

and the investing fleets. The other toko-niwa represents

a Korean or Chinese landscape, with hill ranges and

rivers and woods
;
and the appearance of a battle is

created by masses of toy soldiers cavalry, infantry,

and artillery in all positions of attack and defense.

Minute forts of baked clay, bristling with cannon about

the size of small pins, occupy elevated positions.

When properly arranged the effect is panoramic. The

soldiers in the foreground are about an inch long ;

those a little farther away about half as long ;
and those

upon the hills are no larger than flies.

But the most remarkable novelty of this sort yet

produced is a kind of toko-niwa recently on display at

a famous shop in Ginza. A label bearing the inscription,

Kai-ffi no Men (View of the Ocean-Bed) sufficiently

explained the design. The suibon, or &quot;

water-tray,&quot;

containing the display was half filled with rocks and

sand so as to resemble a sea-bottom
; and little fishes

appeared swarming in the foreground. A little farther

back, upon an elevation, stood Otohime&quot;, the Dragon-

King s daughter, surrounded by her maiden attendants,

and gazing, with just the shadow of a smile, at two

men in naval uniform who were shaking hands,

dead heroes of the war : Admira Makaroff and

Commander Hirose ! . . . . These had esteemed each
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other in life
;

and it was a happy thought thus to

represent their friendly meeting in the world of Spirits.

Though his name is perhaps unfamiliar to English

readers, Commander Takeo Hirose has become, deserv

edly, one of Japan s national heroes. On the 2yth of

March, during the second attempt made to block the

entrance to Port Arthur, he was killed while endeavor

ing to help a comrade, a comrade who had

formerly saved him from death. For five years Hiros6

had been a naval attache at St. Petersburg and had

made many friends in Russian naval and military

circles. From boyhood his life had been devoted to

study and duty ;
and it was commonly said of him

that he had no particle of selfishness in his nature.

Unlike most of his brother officers, he remained un

married, holding that no man who might be called

on at any moment to lay down his life for his country

had a moral right to marry. The only amusements in

which he was ever known to indulge were physical

exercises ; and he was acknowledged one of the best

jujutsu (wrestlers) in the empire. The heroism of his

death, at the age of thirty-six, had much less to do

with the honors paid to his memory than the self-

denying heroism of his life.

Now his picture is in thousands of homes, and his
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name is celebrated in every village. It is celebrated

also by the manufacture of various souvenirs, which are

sold by myriads. For example, there is a new fashion

in sleeve-buttons, called kinen-botan, or &quot; commemoration-

buttons.&quot; Each button bears a miniature portrait of

the commander, with the inscription, Shichi-sho-ho-koku,

&quot; Even in seven successive lives for love of country.&quot;

It is recorded that Hirose often cited, to friends who

criticised his ascetic devotion to duty, the famous

uttesance of Kusunoki Masashige, who declared, ere

laying down his life for the Emperor Go-Daigo, that he

desired to die for his sovereign in seven successive

existences.

But the highest honor paid to the memory of

Hirose is of a sort now possible only in the East,

though once possible also in the West, when the

Greek or Roman patriot-hero might be raised, by the

common love of his people, to the place of the Im

mortals Wine-cups of porcelain have been made,

decorated with his portrait ;
and beneath the portrait

appears, in ideographs of gold, the inscription, Gunshin

Hirose Chusa. The character &quot;

gun
&quot;

signifies war ; the

character
&quot;

shin,&quot; a god, -either in the sense of

divus or deus, according to circumstance ; and the

Chinese text, read in the Japanese way, is Ikusa no

kami. Whether that stern and valiant spirit is really
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invoked by the millions who believe that no brave soul

is doomed to extinction, no well-spent life laid down

in vain, no heroism cast away, I do not know. But,

in any event, human affection and gratitude can go no

farther than this
;

and it must be confessed that

Old Japan is still able to confer honors worth dying

for.

Boys and girls in all the children s schools are

now singing the Song of Hirose Chusa, which is a

marching song. The words and the music are published

in a little booklet, with a portrait of the late commander

upon the cover. Everywhere, and at all hours of the

day, one hears this song being sung :

He whose every ivord and deed gave to men an

example of ivhat the war-folk of the Empire of Nippon

should be, -Commander Hirose : is he really dead. 1

Though the lody die, the spirit dies not. He ivho

wished to be reborn seven times into this world, for the sake

of serving his country,for the sake of requiting the Imperial

favor, Commander Hirose : has he really deadr

&quot; Since I am a son of the Country of the Gods, the

fire of the evil-hearted Russians cannot touch me /
&quot;

The sturdy Takeo ivho spoke thus : can he really be

dead?

Xiiy ! that glorious war- death meant undying fame ;

&amp;lt;eyond
a thousand years the valiant heart shall live ;
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as to a god of war shall reverence be paid to him ....

Observing the playful confidence of this wonderful

people in their struggle for existence against the

mightiest power of the West, their perfect trust in

the wisdom of their leaders and the valor of their

armies, the good humor of their irony when mock

ing the enemy s blunders, their strange capacity to

find, in the world-stirring events of the hour, the same

amusement that they would find in watching a melo

drama, one is tempted to ask :

&quot; What would be

the moral consequence of a national defeat ?
&quot;

It

would depend, I think, upon circumstances. Were

Kuropatkin able to fulfill his rash threat of invading

Japan, the nation would probably rise as one man.

But otherwise the knowledge of any great disaster would

be bravely borne. From time unknown Japan has been

a land of cataclysms, earthquakes that ruin cities in

the space of a moment ; tidal waves, two hundred miles

long, sweeping whole coast populations out of existence ;

floods submerging hundreds of leagues of well-tilled

fields
; eruptions burying provinces. Calamities like

this have disciplined the race in resignation and in

patience ; and it has been well trained also to bear
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with courage all the misfortunes of war. Even by the

foreign peoples that have been most closely in contact

with her, the capacities of Japan remained unguessed.

Perhaps her power to resist aggression is far surpassed

by her power to endure.
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